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The firsthand account of the trials and tribulations of engineering one of the most complex
pieces of space technology, the Mars Rover Curiosity, by its chief engineer Rob ManningIn the
course of our enduring quest for knowledge about ourselves and our universe, we haven't found
answers to one of our most fundamental questions: Does life exist anywhere else in the
universe? Ten years and billions of dollars in the making, the Mars Rover Curiosity is poised to
answer this all-important question.In Mars Rover Curiosity: An Inside Account from Curiosity's
Chief Engineer, Rob Manning, the project's chief engineer, tells of bringing the groundbreaking
spacecraft to life. Manning and his team at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, tasked with
designing a lander many times larger and more complex than any before, faced technical
setbacks, fights over inadequate resources, and the challenges of leading an army of brilliant,
passionate, and often frustrated experts.Manning's fascinating personal account--which
includes information from his exclusive interviews with leading Curiosity scientists--is packed
with tales of revolutionary feats of science, technology, and engineering. Readers experience
firsthand the disappointment at encountering persistent technical problems, the agony of near
defeat, the sense of victory at finding innovative solutions to these problems, the sheer terror of
staking careers and reputations on a lander that couldn't be tested on Earth, and the rush of
triumph at its successful touchdown on Mars on August 5, 2012. This is the story of persistence,
dedication, and unrelenting curiosity.

This is a matchless behind-the-scenes account of intrepid engineers and scientists that banded
together to explore far-away Mars. Fueled by their own inquisitiveness and moxie they overcame
all odds – technical problems, bureaucratic barriers, even touches of self-doubt – to successfully
land the NASA one-ton Curiosity rover on the Red Planet. It is a superb, fact and fun-filled
account of humans on the cutting-edge of opening up a frontier – one that is our future home-
away-from-home, Mars.Buzz Aldrin, Apollo 11 astronautThis is a captivating story of hurling
machines of exploration to Mars told by a top flight engineer that’s leading the charge in planting
the first human footprints on the Red Planet.Leonard David, Space.com’s Space Insider
ColumnistRob Manning has produced a personal history of “Mars Rover Curiosity” that records
for all time the complex personnal and engineering interactions required to successfully navigate
the design, management and flight complexities of a mission at the frontiers of planetary
exploration. We now have an outstanding record of the this process and the lessons learned
along the way. This work, ably assisted by William Simon, joins the library of the best of personal
stories, progressively documenting humankind’s migration away from Earth.Senator Harrison
“Jack” SchmittThere's nothing harder in planetary exploration than landing on the surface of a
planet, and Rob Manning has given us a revealing and insightful behind-the-scenes story of the



world's most famous rover, Curiosity. Reading this account feels as if you are standing beside
this engineer's engineer as he and the rest of the Curiosity team found solutions to one nail
biting technical challenge after another. This is an insightful testament about extraordinary
dedication, passion, creativity and perseverance – all required to dare such a mighty
thing.Charles Elachi, PhD, Director, Jet Propulsion LaboratoryKIRKUS REVIEWSAlthough
lacking the glamour of manned space flight, unmanned probes have accomplished great things,
and this book delivers a thoroughly satisfying description of one of the greatest. Aided by
journalist Simon (co-author, with Kevin Mitnick: Ghost in the Wires: My Adventures as the
World's Most Wanted Hacker, 2011, etc.), Manning, NASA's chief of engineering for the Mars P
rogram Office, recounts Curiosity's tortuous development, from the rover's 2004 proposal to the
Aug. 5, 2012, landing and subsequent triumph that "revolutionized the art of planetary
exploration." No one took success for granted, aware that more than half of the probes sent to
Mars have failed. The eight-month voyage presented few problems; not so the critical EDL, or
entry-descent-landing, process, which required a Rube Goldberg-esque series of parachutes,
rockets and thrusters that carefully deposited the rover and then flew away. Compared to
previous rovers (the tiny 1997 Sojourner, modest 2003 Spirit and Opportunity), Curiosity is
massive: five times heavier and 10 times more complex than its predecessor. Comparable to the
Manhattan project, the development took longer and faced problems unknown to those who
built the atom bomb. Many features couldn't be tested, and budgetary limitations meant that
defects were often left in place if they were unlikely to affect the miss ion. Most readers know
how it turned out. The engineers were not so lucky, and the authors deliver a nail-biting, nuts-
and-bolts chronicle of seemingly endless technical and political problems overcome by brilliant,
obsessive engineers who worked day and night and continue to do so. Readers yearning for
stories of human space travel must follow developments in China, the only nation with an active
manned space program. Those who appreciate the purely scientific results of planetary
exploration will love this lively, intelligent account of a dazzling achievement.THE WASHINGTON
POST"In Mars Rover Curiosity: An Inside Account From Curiosity's Chief Engineer, he (Rob
Manning) and science writer William L. Simon describe a committed, collegial bunch of guys
doing some pretty amazing science."SCIENCE NEWS"In Mars Rover Curiosity, Manning and
coauthor Simon offer a firsthand account of designing the most complex piece of machinery
ever to land on another planet. Starting with a harebrained scheme and ending with a drive
across the red dust of Gale Crater, the book deftly guides readers through the many setbacks,
victories and difficult decisions that came with planning an interplanetary mission."THE SPACE
REVIEW"...the book offers a detailed, compelling tale of the rover’s development from someone
who was at the center of the effort. For those who want to know how the spacecraft sausage is
made, this is the book for you."FORBES.COM"Manning’s just published account of years at
NASA’s venerable Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), co-written with best-selling non-fiction
author William L. Simon, will resonate most with those who want an excellent inside take on the
rigorous and often arduous task of designing interplanetary landers and the eureka moments



that affords. Manning deserves credit for bringing his own sense of candor and humility to the
prose."About the AuthorROB MANNING has worked at NASA and Caltech’s Jet Propulsion
Laboratory for more than 30 years. He now leads the engineering for the Mars Program Office
and is chief engineer on a project to develop technologies for landing even larger robotic
vehicles on Mars with hopes of eventually landing future astronauts and scientists there.
WILLIAM L. SIMON is the author of 30 books including iCon: Steve Jobs and Ghost in the Wires,
both New York Times and international bestsellers.
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ArynneCONTENTSCoverTitle PageCopyrightDedicationPrologue Seven Minutes of
TerrorChapter 1. The Red Planet FixationChapter 2. Joining the Mars AdventureChapter 3.
Avoiding SplatChapter 4. The Birth of MSLChapter 5. Looking Ahead to Putting People on
MarsChapter 6. The Challenges of LandingChapter 7. The Right Kind of CrazyChapter 8.
Scientists at WorkChapter 9. The Challenges of Instrument CreationChapter 10. Where the
Devil LivesChapter 11. It’s All About the PeopleChapter 12. Bad to WorseChapter 13. Up Against
a Brick WallChapter 14. Shutdown and RestartChapter 15. The Final StretchChapter 16.
GremlinsChapter 17. On Mars!Chapter 18. The Scientific FindingsAppendix NASA’s Mars
MissionsAcknowledgmentsTwo planets, near twins, created simultaneously out of the same
brew at the birth of the universe, both captured in orbit around the same bright star.Yet nature
has not treated them alike. One is home to a race of intelligent beings, curious and questioning,
willing to spend precious resources to seek answers to questions about the origins of
humankind and the origins of life.This is a story of one giant leap in the search for
answers.FIGURE 1. An artist’s depiction of the Curiosity rover, with her arm positioned for
drilling. (Courtesy of NASA and JPL/Caltech)PROLOGUESeven Minutes of TerrorSunday,
August 5, 2012, 10:10 p.m. I’m sitting in the crowded, chilly Cruise Mission Support Area that
serves as our control room on the campus of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, a short
drive from downtown Los Angeles. The team members are amped up and ready. I am in a state
of quiet yet buoyant Zen-like anticipation. I know this feeling well. I have been here before.The
spacecraft we are monitoring, the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) is one of the most incredibly
intricate complex of machinery, electronics, and miniaturized science labs ever created by
humankind. We have spent sixty- and eighty-hour weeks dreaming up, creating, building, and
testing it through the previous ten years. The product of all that effort is now approaching Mars.In



this work, it’s not a question just of being good at what we do, but of being good at picking
ourselves up. We live with the knowledge that failure is ingrained in the effort. But so is
overcoming. What I offer in these pages is a celebration of the project and its place in
humankind’s quest for knowledge, and, as well, an ode to problem solving.If everything works as
designed, MSL should now be starting to perform a series of contorted maneuvers that in just
seven minutes will slow it from 12,600 miles a hour (5.6 km/s) to a gentle landing on the Martian
surface in a relatively smooth area that has been named Gale Crater.These seven minutes are
what we call “the seven minutes of terror.”If the landing is successful, a coded message, a string
of ones and zeros, will be beamed back to us through space to confirm that all is well. It will take
13.8 minutes for that signal to reach this room.It’s as if the person you love most dearly is in a
building that has been devastated by some errant force of nature and you are waiting to hear if
she or he is still alive and uninjured. That’s something of what it’s like for those 13.8 minutes. The
only hope most team members have of managing their anxiety comes from memory flashes of
the vivid rehearsals we’ve been putting them through, rehearsals that make tonight seem more
like a simulation than anything real. But we won’t know for 7 + 13.8 minutes whether the lander
has arrived safely and undamaged or has been crippled, smashed, or irretrievably destroyed on
landing.The control room is packed with team members anxiously huddled at their displays,
watching for any sign that something is amiss. Around the world, people are crowded around
television sets as NASA runs animated video of what is happening—or at least what we hope is
happening. Times Square in New York is packed with people staring at the giant Jumbotron,
where images of the action are on view.It doesn’t help that on these missions to Mars, we send
our payloads skyward while still holding in our hands long to-do lists of essential efforts not yet
tackled. Odd as it must sound, these lists always include some head-scratchers, items in the
“How the hell can we possibly do this?” category.We’re using a radical new landing design that
has never been fully tested, because no tests on Earth can show how the design would fare on
Mars. The needed actions are encoded in half a million lines of computer code, and there is zero
margin of error.If the landing isn’t successful or the project comes to an early demise, we will
spend months analyzing the failure to glean the lessons. But there will be those at high levels in
government, along with prominent members of Congress, who will loudly lament that we should
give up efforts to explore Mars and instead focus on other goals in space.Every person in the
control room knows some of the many ways our novel, intricate, never-fully-tested lander could
fail. We all know the score for Mars missions so far is daunting. Of the thirty-nine spacecraft sent
to Mars, whether they were designed to fly past, to land, or to go into orbit, only nineteen so far
have succeeded. Three of the successful missions were Soviet spacecraft, one was from the
European Space Agency, and the rest were from the U.S. The only other attempts to join this
exclusive club have been by Japan, with a 1998 effort that failed, and India, launching as I write
this in early 2014. So the score is home team 19, Mars 20. That does not lend much confidence
to the people who struggle to create missions like this one.None of us wants to think of that on
this night. Certainly none of us wants to think what it would mean for the Mars exploration



program if we fail. So we sit there, watching and waiting. It’s a surreal, sometimes scary
experience.Science team members from around the world, gathered in front of a giant screen in
another building, take turns racing over to say hello, and race back to be certain they don’t miss
anything. Here in the control room, the peanuts are being passed around again—a tradition for
these sessions when one of our spacecraft is arriving at its destination. A few of us, including
me, are looking a little green from eating too many out of anxiety.Another tradition, taken care of
a little while ago, is the wakeup song, played about an hour before landing. Today it’s Frank
Sinatra crooning “All or Nothing at All.”Keith Comeaux, selected to be the flight director for the
evening, will be working his way through the long checklist. Although by now the spacecraft is
being directed by its own computer, no longer receiving commands from Earth, there are still
many things to check and double-check. If something runs amiss in the next few hours or so
before landing, Keith has a pile of contingency procedure documents that he can pull out and
begin calling orders.Each team member sits at his or her own display terminal, and I have, in
addition, my own laptop containing detailed contingency plans for a bad day. If the worst should
happen after landing, all eyes will turn to me, and I’ll start calling meetings and kick-starting
analyses in the desperate hope that a bad situation can be corrected. This is a position I
fervently did not want to find myself in. We won’t know of a problem until that 13.8 minutes after
the bad has started. Any remedy I offered would take at least the same amount of time to
transmit back to the lander, and by then it would probably be too late.* * *The single most
challenging part of putting the rover on Mars, known in our business as EDL, for “entry, descent,
and landing,” is now taking place. Hundreds of people have worked on this one process.
Computer simulations flashing on the screen follow the data flowing from the lander. The stream
of events that is the hallmark of landing on Mars ticks off item by item.A message arrives that the
cruise stage has been successfully jettisoned. Years of work by more than a hundred engineers
are over in a heartbeat. The spacecraft next does an about-face to aim its entry heat shield
toward the planet. The most complex lander scheme in the history of spacecraft is getting its first
all-up test 154 million miles (248 million km) away from home.EDL team member Jody Davis
sees that the event record she’s looking for has appeared on her computer screen in the
separate EDL war room. We all hear her voice over our headsets as she calls out, “Tango Delta
nominal.”We each experience a surge of thrill. Tango and Delta are phonetic identifiers for the
letters T and D, which the team uses to mean “touchdown.” The “nominal” means “normal, fine,
just as planned.” Only insiders understand the phrase, used so that onlookers, reporters, and
people in the global audience will not jump to a premature conclusion. It may mean that our
years of effort will soon be successful—yet there is still plenty that can go wrong.The next call
comes quickly: “RIMU stable.” The Rover Inertial Measurement Unit is signaling us that the rover
is sitting on relatively level ground. It’s not sliding down an embankment or being dragged across
the surface.On hearing that call, team member Brian Schratz has started counting to himself. If
UHF radio signals are still arriving from Mars after the count of ten, it will confirm that the
spacecraft itself has rocketed away from the rover as planned, to crash onto the Martian surface



at a safe distance from the rover, Curiosity.The project’s EDL team leader, Adam Steltzner, is
pointing at Brian waiting for that count. On reaching the count of ten, Brian announces, “UHF is
good.” Adam pokes Al Chen. Then what we are longing to hear: Al Chen, the EDL systems
engineer, has been tasked with calling the play-by-play for the viewers on TV and the Internet.
He makes the official announcement, calling out “Touchdown is confirmed! We’re safe on
Mars!”The local time is 10:30 p.m., August 5, 2012; in New York, 1:30 a.m. August 6. Curiosity
has come to a dead stop on the surface. Like a punctual guest coming to a dinner party, it has
arrived exactly on schedule.In a single unchoreographed moment we are all on our feet, thrilled
and relieved, our hands thrust in the air. We are hugging each other and trading high-fives. I
notice two of the guys trying to high-five, both so excited that they keep missing, until finally one
grabs the other’s arm, holds it steady, and slaps the now-motionless hand. The two, like several
others, look as if they could break out in tears of grateful relief at any moment. I’m feeling the
same. It really worked!I walk into the room where invited guests have been watching and get a
hug from longtime Hollywood actress and space fan June Lockhart, known for her roles as the
mom in Lassie and of the Lost in Space family. I also get a big congratulatory smile from rapper
will.i.am.More than $2 billion has been gambled on this effort, while through the years our
confidence of success in the mission eroded before gradually inching back up again. For so long
it had seemed just too damned complex, with far too many paths to failure, leaving me at one
point telling a team member, “It may be that nobody on Earth is smart enough and skilled
enough to make this work.” Yet we have stuck with it, seen it through, and found the ways to
make it work, after all.Soon the baton will change hands. Our ten years of work has been a
prelude to what comes next, the purpose of the whole endeavor, when the scientists start their
hunt for new knowledge about our sister planet. This will begin with exploring the area around
the landing site on Gale Crater, and later, we hope, a trip to the foot of the mountain in the
distance—places that might hold the key to our own biological origins. We have gone there to
uncover the ancient history of the planet, to discover if Mars ever had the ingredients to support
life.FIGURE 2. MSL’s control room staff at JPL, just after hearing, “We’re safe on Mars.” Rob
Manning is seated at center left, wearing earphones. (Courtesy of NASA and JPL/Caltech)We’re
not sending robots to Mars. We’re sending extensions of ourselves. These machines are us, and
in visiting Mars, we may in time find that we are going home.CHAPTER 1The Red Planet
FixationSpacemen have landed on Earth. Invaders from Mars are pouring off their space ships,
spreading death and destruction. The creatures from Mars are “wriggling, glistening like wet
leather, their faces indescribable.” Americans are glued to their radios, listening to the alarming
news bulletins and chilling eyewitness reports.In 1939, this really happened. Not the Martian
invasion, of course, but widespread panic among people who believed that a radio drama from
actor and theatrical bad-boy Orson Welles was true, actually believing in the possibility that
there were intelligent creatures on Mars, from a civilization so advanced that they could invade
Earth.The people taken in by what Welles and his team intended to be diverting entertainment
seem not so far removed from people of earlier ages. Imagine you are living in the world of our



distant Neolithic ancestors. You and your fellow tribespeople know how to gather food from the
trees and plants, how to hunt, how to shelter yourselves in times of storm, how to procreate and
raise your young. You tell the stories learned from your elders, stories that offer answers to the
mysteries of life, of nature, weather, and the ever-changing skies. In some versions, the sun has
wings. In others, the sun crosses the sky on a chariot, or crosses the sky in a boat. The sun is
reborn each morning. The moon is the daughter of the sun.Across the span of time, tribes grow
in size. Many settle down to farm. They build cities. They worship their gods, pleading to them for
health, security, and prosperity, and perhaps for the defeat of their adversaries. Over eons, many
come to worship a sole god—Yahweh, or Jesus, or Allah, or another deity. Finally they, our
ancestors, begin to unlock nature’s secrets. They turn from concocting fables to observing and
studying, then laying down conclusions drawn from observed fact.Those conclusions were
largely askew. In the year 140 CE, the Greek astronomer Ptolemy published a complex
mathematical model that accurately accounted for the apparent motions of the planets. For the
next 1,300 years, his model kept science on the wrong foot, maintaining the doctrine that Earth
is the center of the universe and all heavenly bodies circle around us. It was left to Copernicus in
the 1500s to deduce that the planets travel in orbits around the sun. At last, humankind’s
curiosity about the visible sky was beginning to be based on something worthy of the label
“science” instead of myths.Around the same time Galileo Galilei became the first to examine
Mars with the aid of a telescope, providing him the earliest close-up views, primitive though they
were, of our nearest neighbor planet. It wasn’t until the late 1600s that skywatchers began to
note similarities between Earth and Mars. Christiaan Huygens observed that Mars was only a
little over half the size of Earth, yet by what seemed like a remarkable coincidence had days
almost exactly the same length as ours, later confirmed as a mere thirty-nine minutes longer.Not
long afterward, in the 1700s, German astronomer William Herschel kicked our thoughts about
the possibility of life on Mars into high gear. He discovered another similarity between the two
planets: Mars had what appeared to be polar ice caps, periodically growing and shrinking with
the seasons just as on Earth. In the warmer seasons, dark areas were seen as possible
vegetation.That was a first step to speculation about the possibility of life on Mars. Odd as it now
sounds, in the 1800s, the great German mathematician Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss actually
suggested that huge geometric patterns be carved in the vast snowy regions of Siberia as
signals to Martians who might be eyeing Earth for signs of life on our planet.In time, we learned
that Gauss was chasing shadows. Writers with creative minds have long teased the public
imagination with tales of travel to the far reaches of the cosmos and encounters with non-Earthly
yet intelligent life forms. We’re fascinated with the possibility of discovering “what’s really out
there.” From Orson Welles and his predecessors until today, science fiction writers and
screenwriters have kept us beguiled, chilled, and frightened by imaginative stories inhabited by
creatures from other planets.Our most qualified thinkers on the subject give us reason to believe
in the possibility. One of the most intriguing questions for all of humankind is this: Has life ever
appeared anywhere else in the universe? Is it possible that intelligent life actually exists today



elsewhere in the universe?Scientists disagree, but for many the answer is all but certain. It is
estimated that just the extent of the universe we can observe from Earth contains as many as
1024 stars. That’s one septillion, the number 10 followed by 24 zeros. These stars are organized
into galaxies. Recent measurements suggest that our Milky Way alone may contain 50 billion
planets. About a billion of these are about the size of Earth and are inside the so-called habitable
zone, where it’s possible for liquid water to exist on the surface. Perhaps a tiny fraction of these
billion planets would have been stable long enough for the development of complex multicellular
life. Of these, a much smaller fraction could have contemplative, technologically advanced
societies present today. Entire galaxies may have only a few planets harboring complex
inquisitive life such as ours, yet the existence of billions upon billions of galaxies across the
universe translates into a very large number of potential civilizations. And this is a very
conservative estimate. In the 1970s, the late, revered Cornell astronomer Carl Sagan put the
figure as high as one million potential civilizations in our galaxy alone.Harvard professor Paul
Horowitz recalls once telling a journalist, “Intelligent life in the universe? Guaranteed. Intelligent
life in our galaxy? So overwhelmingly likely that I’d give you almost any odds you’d like.” Today
he says that he stands by that statement, with an amendment: “At the time, it may have been a
bit daring, but in view of recent findings on the prevalence of habitable Earth-like extrasolar
planets, it now seems, if anything, rather conservative.”Yet, even given billions of years, under
what conditions do a bunch of chemicals, water, and various types of minerals evolve into living
things? Scientists have theories and are closing in on possible answers, but so far we simply
don’t know. We do know that it occurred surprisingly fast once Earth developed the right
conditions very early on in its long history.Although so far we have not detected life on Mars, a
mythical observer seeing Mars and Earth from deep space early in their history might have
labeled them nearly identical, neither more likely than the other to become a home where life
might appear. Both Mars and Earth formed together along with the sun and the entire solar
system about four and a half billion years ago.Soon after the formation of Earth, a Mars-sized
young planet slammed into our planet, creating a swarm of mountain-sized objects that
continued to crash into our home for many millions of years. Other bits from that original impact
coalesced to form our moon. Volcanic turmoil caused by these bombardments and the heat from
radioactive rock spewed carbon dioxide vapor into the atmosphere. Finally our planet began to
cool, the surface hardening into a crust. Water brought to Earth from the impact of millions of
water-filled comets finally settled out of the hot atmosphere to become oceans.What happened
next is a story that scientists are only now unraveling. It starts perhaps four billion years ago. At
the bottom of the oceans, acidic waters percolated down through cracks in the rocks to become
laden with an alkaline-rich brew, then streamed back up inside hydrothermal vents, forming large
towers of complex mineral structures. Tiny pores in these structures acted as “factories,” tearing
apart the nearly unbreakable bonds that hold together carbon-dioxide molecules. The result was
a constant supply of organic molecules that would go on to become the bricks and mortar of
life.In time, the inner walls of some of these pores became coated with simple organic layers that



formed protective yet porous bubbles around these organic molecule factories. Some of these
bubbles escaped the pores to float with the ocean currents. Through a long series of fortunate
accidents of nature, these little machines began to replicate. Within a few million years they
developed tricks that allowed them to float across the oceans and adapt to new environments.
These were very simple bacteria that could live on the simplest of chemical energy. Some of
these simple nucleus-free bacteria called prokaryotes are still living today, thriving in the
harshest conditions on Earth.Even today, we live in a world that is not dominated by the plants,
fish, animals, and insects that we know. An extraterrestrial studying Earth would report that the
bulk of life here is made up of bacteria, and might mention as a footnote that some of those
bacteria have congregated into large mobile colonies of cells, of which some have developed
sentient behaviors that allow them to manipulate their world and even go off to explore
others.Steven Jay Gould, a Harvard professor, paleontologist, and leading thinker on
evolutionary theory, wrote, “The most salient feature of life [on Earth] has been the stability of its
bacterial mode from the beginning of the fossil record until today and, with little doubt, into all
future time so long as the Earth endures. This is truly the ‘age of bacteria’—as it was in the
beginning, is now, and ever shall be. Bacteria represent the great success story of life’s pathway.”
Elsewhere he noted that “during the course of life, the number of E. coli in the gut of each human
being far exceeds the total number of people that now live and have ever lived.”Some of the facts
about bacteria seem to defy common sense. A single gram of soil can contain on the order of
forty million bacterial cells. From the earliest appearance of a single-cell life form, it took a few
hundreds of millions of years and many more of those fortunate but unlikely accidents before the
appearance of the first complex multicellular organisms, in what New Yorker writer Burkhard
Bilger has called “life’s triumphant march toward complexity.”Gould was skeptical that the march
toward complexity, even if it occurs, would inevitably lead to advanced civilizations, but like the
majority of scientists today he suspected that in the right conditions, single-cell life and the
evolution it makes possible could well be inevitable. We know that rock ejected from large
meteor impacts can travel across the solar system. After examining hundreds of meteors,
scientists have confirmed that some come from Mars and other places in our solar system. Over
the past few billion years, scientists believe that millions of tons of Earth rock containing many
billions of cells have been ejected into space and spread to far away parts of the solar system. If
even a very few of these cells survived the long journey frozen inside rocks, perhaps Earth life
has populated other planets like Mars.Chris McKay, a planetary scientist with the Space Science
Division of NASA Ames Research Center, once gave an NPR interviewer what could be taken
as a rationale for the project that is the story of this book: “Life may have started on Earth very
quickly but purely by accident. Life may be easy to start under Earth-like conditions on any
planet. These are questions that we’ll never answer staying here on Earth. We’ve got to go look
at another example. We’ve got to go see if it happened on Mars.”Is it possible that life began on
Mars independent of Earth? It happened here. Why not there?We go to Mars seeking answers
to some of the great questions of our time:• Was Mars ever habitable for simple single-cell



organisms?• Can we find evidence that past life once existed or perhaps even still exists on
Mars?• Can we find clues on Mars that will help us understand how life on Earth began?One
essential ingredient for life as we know it is water, liquid water. Water in the air, in rivers, ponds,
puddles, lakes, oceans. Mars may have been warm and wet even before Earth was. Which leads
us to other compelling questions:• Is it possible that life began on Mars independent of Earth?•
Is it possible that life started on Earth and was transplanted to Mars?And perhaps even more
tantalizing:• Is it possible that life started on Mars and was transplanted to Earth?Some of these
questions, I hope, will be answered in my lifetime and yours. The Mars Science Laboratory
spacecraft has been designed to provide answers to some of them.As we shall see, one has
already been answered.CHAPTER 2Joining the Mars AdventureYears ago, a young French farm
boy was doing poorly in school. A wealthy neighbor took an interest in the youngster and asked
him, “What do you want to do in life?” He answered, “To be a chef.” It was a curious reply, since
he had never even been inside a restaurant. Nonetheless, she arranged for him to be hired by a
restaurant in a nearby city, Lyon, then famous as the home of some of the great restaurants in
Europe.Everyone on a French farm in that region was well experienced at plucking chickens and
ducks, and the boy was soon the number-one plucker at the restaurant. Today that farm boy,
Daniel Boulud, is the owner and chef of the restaurant Daniel in New York as well as a string of
other restaurants in the city and elsewhere, and he is widely praised as one of the best chefs in
the world.Sometimes a person knows in some mysterious way at a very early age what he or
she wants to do. I knew from the time I was twelve that I wanted to build robots and rocket ships
and send them off to explore faraway parts of the universe. Like many kids of the 1960s and
since, the work of NASA intrigued me from an early age. But unlike many other kids, I never
outgrew this passion.I spent part of my childhood living a Huckleberry Finn lifestyle on the
islands and in the farm country of northwest Washington State. On our long, wet, windy winter
nights, I was transfixed by the adventure of space and found it all so astonishing, barely able to
believe people were actually building spaceships. Not only that, the spaceships took pictures
that they could put on a radio beam and send down to Earth to be printed in the newspaper and
delivered to our front door. I could hold the local newspaper in my hand and see pictures from
space. It was a heady time to be a kid.The funny part was that we knew so little about outer
space. The Moon was clearly visible, but Mars was this blotchy red thing. Our classroom
textbooks offered little about the outer planets beyond the simple observations that they were
different colors, some were very big, and one looked like a coffee mug with two handles (Saturn
with its rings). I read about Mars as a world possibly inhabited by some sorts of creatures. The
idea of Martian cities of mysterious beings kept me brimming with excitement. The raw
possibility of unseen worlds held the power to stoke my imagination.One day the front page of
our local paper showed real photos taken by a spacecraft flying past Mars. Later the front page
showed photos taken by twin Viking landers that had reached the Martian surface, stirring
images of what it might be like for me to be standing there on my own two feet.But after all, there
were no Martians, no aliens. The thought that Earth might be the exception after all, and that we



are indeed alone, made me sad and kept me awake. I wanted to be one of the people to
discover which version was true. But how?For a kid like me, it wasn’t going to be easy. My work
in math and science in the classroom didn’t exactly make me stand out. I was a mediocre
student. But my curiosity about space exploration drove me to want to learn more. The teachers
in the schools of my farming community said that I needed to do well in my studies before I could
do anything technical.One day, looking through the Time-Life book The Scientist, I came upon a
picture of the graduating class of the California Institute of Technology. The text described
Caltech graduates as “among the best” and said that these people would lead the coming
technological revolution. I stared at the picture, studying the faces, longing to be like them.When
my family settled in the farming town of Burlington, Washington, I found the high school there a
great place to learn the ropes of rural life: machine shop, auto shop, farm shop, small gas
engines shop, plastic shop, welding shop, and lots of “ag” classes. After school and in the
summertime, we learned the hard life on the farms and in farming industries. What we didn’t
learn was how to study. Given that background, I sent off my college applications with much
trepidation.It didn’t seem possible that I could really become an engineer until I got to Whitman
College, a small liberal arts school nestled in a comfortable corner of Walla Walla in the far
southeast of Washington State. Whitman offered a “3–2” program where I could get two degrees
—BA and BS—in five years of study: three at Whitman and two at Columbia—or, I was delighted
to learn, at Caltech. But I needed to pull a decent grade point average. I had barely made it into
Whitman, so qualifying for Caltech was going to be a challenge. Still, there is nothing like a good
dose of fear to motivate a person. I studied hard, virtually living in the college library, and a few
years later, I succeeded in transferring to Caltech.I had my first brush with NASA and Caltech’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) within days of my arriving at the Caltech campus. I was
assigned an adjunct professor of electrical engineering as my advisor. A gentle, elegantly
dressed man with a New Zealand accent, he held forth in a narrow office loaded with
magazines, newspapers, and electronic equipment, with his empty pipe sitting right next to a
smoldering soldering iron. He generously spent hours with me giving advice on courses to take
and areas to focus on. It was some time before it struck me that this man, William Pickering, was
the father of JPL’s planetary exploits, recently retired as JPL’s director. Then I remembered
seeing pictures of him in 1958, holding above his head in triumph a model of Explorer I, our
country’s first spacecraft. That this man was now my advisor was proof that I had come a long
way from the islands of Puget Sound.In my college years at Caltech, my classmates and I would
drop everything to hang in front of a lecture hall TV monitor that piped fresh images as they
arrived to Earth in real time from an Apollo mission or a Mars mission.What else did those
broadcasts show us? Images of the planetary scientists who had made Martian exploration
possible, watching those same images with their mouths open, gawking at the screens, every bit
as fascinated as we students were. At one of those viewing moments, I determined to become
one of the people who made this all happen. I set my sights on JPL.While I was still finishing my
undergraduate work at Caltech, JPL offered me a part-time position as a draftsman to work on



the schematics of the Galileo spacecraft, which was scheduled to be the first to fly into Jupiter’s
orbit. The thought that I would actually be playing even a small role in building a robot that would
explore another planet was an absolutely fantastic notion. Just to be allowed to be at the place
that spawned these machines was a dream come true for me. I would have accepted even if the
job they offered me had been washing windows.The origins of JPL, I already knew, were as
unlikely as the unique work people do there. It had all started in the mid-1930s when some
students from Caltech joined forces with a few amateur rocket enthusiasts to build experimental
rocket motors right on campus. The tinkering went fine until one of their motors exploded. The
rocketeers were invited to find another site for their experiments, and the place they settled on
was an isolated area in the foothills of the nearby San Gabriel Mountains. By the time the 1930s
gave way to the ’40s and World War II, the group’s accumulated experience with rockets led to
contracts for advanced research and development with the Army.When President Eisenhower
signed the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, the ‘space’ part of its title included
exploring the planets. JPL was transferred from the U.S. Army’s Ordinance Department to the
new NASA, but unlike the Goddard Space Center, the Johnson Space Center, and the other
NASA centers, JPL became the agency’s only contractor-operated center. (The actual
arrangement is somewhat complicated: JPL is managed for NASA by Caltech. JPL staffers are
Caltech employees, with our paychecks reading “California Institute of Technology.”)Today JPL,
though of course much expanded, is still nestled in its original foothills location, just a few feet
away from the very spot where those early rockets were fired. The setting is rural, with a famous
riding academy next door. Walk across the Lab’s campus and you’ll pass grazing mule deer;
born on the grounds, they are free to wander off into the wild but instead choose to remain and
live their lives at JPL, presumably never noticing how much their presence surprises visitors. The
atmosphere at JPL is cerebral, yet, unlike what you would find at most of the great universities,
there is a restlessness here, as if each person you pass is struggling with a problem never
encountered before and for which there is no apparent solution. Many of those people, then and
now, are grappling with some problem involved with the exploration of Mars.When I arrived at
JPL, I found myself inside the very world I had envied more than a decade earlier: I had become
part of the space team. Very cool. I was suddenly around the people who invented robots that
went into outer space—including some of the very people I had been so awed by as a kid, and I
found myself at times in a position to learn from a number of those personal heroes. For a young
person eager to learn, it doesn’t get much better than that.Once I had my diploma in hand, JPL
changed my status from draftsman to engineer, but my role as an engineer was slow going. My
first job was as an apprentice electronics tester, helping run tests on what would become the
brains of the Galileo spacecraft. I quickly discovered that building spacecraft included many
extremely tedious jobs. After Galileo, I worked on Magellan (to Venus) and Cassini (to Saturn),
becoming expert in the design of spacecraft computers, computer memory, computer
architectures, and fault-tolerant systems.In 1993, after thirteen years at JPL, my career took a
sudden leap forward. Brian Muirhead, the most inspiring and level-headed spacecraft leader I



have ever met, had recently been named spacecraft manager for a funky little mission to Mars
called Pathfinder. We had a conversation in which he explained that he was a master of
mechanical systems but had not had much experience with electronics. He asked if I would join
him as his chief engineer and deputy spacecraft manager.This was a whole new world. I could
not believe my luck. It had been many years since anyone had landed anything on another
celestial body. In addition, Pathfinder would carry Sojourner, the first rover ever to land on Mars.
That we were expected to do it on the cheap made it seem an even more exciting challenge: We
would have to make it as simple as possible.In addition to my original responsibilities, I was soon
handed the role of leading the creation for Pathfinder’s entry, descent, landing, a subject none of
us had any experience with. I ended up spending 90 percent of my time solving the problems of
EDL. I lived through one of the most intense experiences that a spacecraft designer could
undergo. Our tiny team of dedicated young people held on to a crazy notion that we could
design a spacecraft, a heat shield, a supersonic parachute, solid rockets, plus something never
done before, a risky first—giant airbags that would cushion the first rover ever to reach Mars—
and do all this for no more than the cost of a major motion picture. Pathfinder was among the first
NASA missions to employ a culture of what the then-administrator of NASA termed “faster,
better, cheaper.” With a willingness to take risks, we learned as best we could how to build and
test the pieces and how to put them together into something that had a good chance of
working.It did work. Our efforts paid off on July 4, 1997, when Pathfinder made the first landing
on Mars in twenty years. Its tiny payload, Sojourner rover, made the first tracks on the surface of
another planet in human history.The previous year, my teammates and I had learned from a
NASA email about an upcoming major announcement concerning Mars. Together, we watched
the televised press briefing in wonder. President Clinton introduced it with these words: “I am
determined that the American space program will put its full intellectual power and technological
prowess behind the search for further evidence of life on Mars.”At that press conference, NASA
scientists announced that they had discovered small carbonate globules inside a Mars meteorite
that had been picked up in 1984 from atop the snow at the foot of the Allan Hills in Antarctica.
They concluded that these tiny structures were evidence of microscopic Martian bacteria.The
rock had been formed very early in Mars history, some four billion years ago, less than a billion
years after our solar system was formed. About 15 million years ago, well after the end of the
dinosaurs but well before Homo sapiens, a large impact on Mars ejected this old rock into outer
space, where it spent most of the rest of it days circling the sun. At the end of the last ice age,
about 13,000 years ago, it crashed into Earth.After years of study, most scientists agreed that
the evidence found in the meteorite was inconclusive: there were non-biological explanations
that might account for the observations. But by then the original announcement had set in
motion a huge desire within NASA and the scientific community to try a “sample return”—a
space mission that would involve landing on Mars, gathering samples of soil and rock, and
somehow returning them to Earth. Enthusiasm was running high. Mars exploration was on a roll.*
* *In September 1999, a visit to Lockheed put me at the Embassy Suites in Denver on the



morning that the NASA/JPL spacecraft called the Mars Climate Orbiter was scheduled to reach
Mars. I woke at six in the morning, annoyed that I had slept through the arrival time, and turned
on the television. Instead of smiles, I saw long faces and incredulous looks. There was the
Lockheed program manager I had been talking to the day before, explaining that no message
had arrived from the Climate Orbiter to confirm its arrival in orbit.I raced to dress and hurried to
the lobby, knowing that several others from JPL were staying in the same hotel. In the breakfast
area, I found JPL’s George Pace and Roger Gibbs. The three of us stared at the TV monitor,
appalled. A CNN reporter was interviewing Lockheed and JPL managers, people we all knew
well, about what appeared to be an improbable failure. We were stunned, almost
disbelieving.What was harder for us to take in was the fact that the project managers at JPL
were pronouncing the mission a failure only four hours after it was supposed to have arrived.
That never happens. When we lose contact with a spacecraft, we try for days or even weeks to
regain contact. Some big calamity must have happened that the team wasn’t acknowledging
publicly yet. What had failed?With my stomach in knots, I grabbed the next flight home. Since it
was my daughter Caline’s second birthday, my wife Dominique and I headed to the Los Angeles
Zoo with her as soon as I arrived. But so much was rattling in my head that I could barely focus.
My friend and JPL colleague Wayne Lee called me just as we parked at the zoo, saying, “Rob,
you won’t believe this. The navigators tell me the Orbiter may have hit Mars! They don’t know yet
how it could happen, but there are a lot of very unhappy people here.”I was astonished. If there is
one thing JPL has been doing right for decades, it’s navigating to the planets with mind-boggling
precision. On Pathfinder, we had managed to target a bull’s-eye above the Mars atmosphere that
was only a few kilometers wide. It was like golfing on a course from Los Angeles to New York
and sinking the ball on the fourth stroke—with the hole moving at several thousand miles an
hour.Clearly there had been some sort of unprecedented navigation error. Instead of flying well
above the Martian atmosphere as it fired its main engines to be captured into Mars orbit, the
spacecraft had crashed into the atmosphere at more than 12,000 miles (19,000 km) per hour.
The Mars Climate Orbiter had become a lander.At JPL, arguments were flying and tempers
were flaring. How could this happen?Within a day, the answer had been found. The spacecraft
had fallen victim to the one of the simplest possible mistakes. It was equipped with tiny thrusters
to keep its solar panel facing the sun. But knowing that tiny nudges from these thrusters would
also ever so slightly nudge the spacecraft off course, the team’s navigators asked that the
spacecraft team keep track of and report the small forces of the thruster firings as the spacecraft
journeyed to Mars. The reports were to be given in SI (metric) units called Newtons. Because of
a programming oversight in the software used by the spacecraft team, the force data had been
mistakenly delivered to the navigation team in English units, pounds. One pound is more than
four times larger than a Newton.When accumulated over months, these small forces ended up
pushing the spacecraft off course, nudging it much closer to Mars and putting it on a collision
course with the top of the Martian atmosphere. As it made its arrival from deep space, it fired its
main engine to enter into its first orbit about Mars but due to that programming error was already



too close. Without a heat shield to protect it against the soaring temperature buildup as it
entered and plowed through the Martian atmosphere, little Mars Climate Orbiter must have
broken up like a meteor. What little of it survived the heating would fall destroyed to the
surface.The trick for successfully building complex one-of-a-kind machines where hundreds of
thousands of things need to be done exactly right is to expect mistakes. Humans make mistakes.
We all do. For all spacecraft designers, Mars Climate Orbiter became a lesson to remember that
is essential for mission success: Test independently. The real mistake made on Mars Climate
Orbiter was not the English-to-metric error, but an error in not checking thoroughly enough for
errors.With the Climate Orbiter gone, the team at JPL and Lockheed was devastated, and not
just for the obvious reason. For the most part, the same people who had conceived and built the
Orbiter had done the same for the second spacecraft of the pair, the Mars Polar Lander, for
which they had used much of the same technology. The Lander was now only weeks away from
Mars. The team needed to put the Orbiter failure behind them quickly and focus on making sure
the Lander would not suffer a similar fate. There would be time later to mourn the loss of the
Climate Orbiter.Both Climate Orbiter and Polar Lander had been designed sparingly under a
tight fixed-price arrangement that had been worked out among Lockheed, JPL, and NASA. Only
elements absolutely essential for landing and doing the science were on board.I had recently
been appointed to a new position as the Mars Surveyor Program’s first chief engineer. As one of
my duties, I was to sit on engineering review boards for the Mars missions then being developed.
The previous April, I had attended a review of the Lander’s EDL design. I was impressed at how
much the team of people at Lockheed Martin Astronautics, working under contract to JPL, had
accomplished with so little money.But one item troubled me: As the spacecraft approached for
landing, the radio was to be turned off. If something went wrong, we would have no information
transmitted from the Lander to let us know what had happened, no data that could provide
valuable clues to prevent the same fate on later spacecraft.When I pushed the team members
about keeping the radio on during the short, vital period, only a matter of tens of seconds, they
explained the issue. Those radio transmissions might interfere with the signals of the radar
altimeter that provides the essential “how far to the surface” data fundamental to a safe landing.
The only way to prove the radio could be safely used would be to conduct a series of tests. But
this project was on a fixed-price contract; there simple was not enough money remaining to do
anything beyond getting the spacecraft ready for launch.Back at JPL, I pleaded with my boss,
the Mars Surveyor Program manager, about getting extra funding from NASA to cover costs for
the extra testing. At the time, funding for Mars projects was cobbled together from a number of
funding sources within NASA. He explained that there was no one person he could turn to for the
additional money.Friday, December 3, 1999. Too many of us were crowded into a small control
room at JPL, not much bigger than the dining room of a small apartment, surrounded on two
sides by glass-windowed walls for reporters and others to peer through. It was landing day for
the Mars Polar Lander. Compared with the disciplined and practiced landing-day events of later
Mars missions, there was an air of chaos to these proceedings. There were few visual displays



that would give watchers of NASA-TV or the nascent Internet a clear sense of what was going
on.The head of NASA, Dan Goldin, was sitting next to Ed Stone, JPL’s director. Inside the control
room was the Polar Lander mission manager, my old friend from the Pathfinder project, Sam
Thurman. Over Sam’s shoulder was a radio spectrum analyzer display that showed the signal
coming from the spacecraft. As expected, seconds before cruise stage separation and about ten
minutes before entering the top of the atmosphere, the radio was turned off, and the signal
disappeared. It would be about fifteen minutes until landing.A quarter-hour later, after the lander
should have touched down, we began watching for a tiny spike of the radio’s carrier frequency
that would pop up on the display monitors, indicating that the lander had settled onto Mars.I
stood up on my toes, craning over Sam’s shoulder, watching for that little spike to appear.Text ©
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twins, created simultaneously out of the same brew at the birth of the universe, both captured in
orbit around the same bright star.Yet nature has not treated them alike. One is home to a race of
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Caltech)PROLOGUESeven Minutes of TerrorSunday, August 5, 2012, 10:10 p.m. I’m sitting in
the crowded, chilly Cruise Mission Support Area that serves as our control room on the campus
of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, a short drive from downtown Los Angeles. The
team members are amped up and ready. I am in a state of quiet yet buoyant Zen-like
anticipation. I know this feeling well. I have been here before.The spacecraft we are monitoring,
the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) is one of the most incredibly intricate complex of machinery,
electronics, and miniaturized science labs ever created by humankind. We have spent sixty- and
eighty-hour weeks dreaming up, creating, building, and testing it through the previous ten years.
The product of all that effort is now approaching Mars.In this work, it’s not a question just of
being good at what we do, but of being good at picking ourselves up. We live with the knowledge
that failure is ingrained in the effort. But so is overcoming. What I offer in these pages is a



celebration of the project and its place in humankind’s quest for knowledge, and, as well, an ode
to problem solving.If everything works as designed, MSL should now be starting to perform a
series of contorted maneuvers that in just seven minutes will slow it from 12,600 miles a hour
(5.6 km/s) to a gentle landing on the Martian surface in a relatively smooth area that has been
named Gale Crater.These seven minutes are what we call “the seven minutes of terror.”If the
landing is successful, a coded message, a string of ones and zeros, will be beamed back to us
through space to confirm that all is well. It will take 13.8 minutes for that signal to reach this
room.It’s as if the person you love most dearly is in a building that has been devastated by some
errant force of nature and you are waiting to hear if she or he is still alive and uninjured. That’s
something of what it’s like for those 13.8 minutes. The only hope most team members have of
managing their anxiety comes from memory flashes of the vivid rehearsals we’ve been putting
them through, rehearsals that make tonight seem more like a simulation than anything real. But
we won’t know for 7 + 13.8 minutes whether the lander has arrived safely and undamaged or
has been crippled, smashed, or irretrievably destroyed on landing.The control room is packed
with team members anxiously huddled at their displays, watching for any sign that something is
amiss. Around the world, people are crowded around television sets as NASA runs animated
video of what is happening—or at least what we hope is happening. Times Square in New York
is packed with people staring at the giant Jumbotron, where images of the action are on view.It
doesn’t help that on these missions to Mars, we send our payloads skyward while still holding in
our hands long to-do lists of essential efforts not yet tackled. Odd as it must sound, these lists
always include some head-scratchers, items in the “How the hell can we possibly do this?”
category.We’re using a radical new landing design that has never been fully tested, because no
tests on Earth can show how the design would fare on Mars. The needed actions are encoded in
half a million lines of computer code, and there is zero margin of error.If the landing isn’t
successful or the project comes to an early demise, we will spend months analyzing the failure
to glean the lessons. But there will be those at high levels in government, along with prominent
members of Congress, who will loudly lament that we should give up efforts to explore Mars and
instead focus on other goals in space.Every person in the control room knows some of the many
ways our novel, intricate, never-fully-tested lander could fail. We all know the score for Mars
missions so far is daunting. Of the thirty-nine spacecraft sent to Mars, whether they were
designed to fly past, to land, or to go into orbit, only nineteen so far have succeeded. Three of
the successful missions were Soviet spacecraft, one was from the European Space Agency, and
the rest were from the U.S. The only other attempts to join this exclusive club have been by
Japan, with a 1998 effort that failed, and India, launching as I write this in early 2014. So the
score is home team 19, Mars 20. That does not lend much confidence to the people who
struggle to create missions like this one.None of us wants to think of that on this night. Certainly
none of us wants to think what it would mean for the Mars exploration program if we fail. So we
sit there, watching and waiting. It’s a surreal, sometimes scary experience.Science team
members from around the world, gathered in front of a giant screen in another building, take



turns racing over to say hello, and race back to be certain they don’t miss anything. Here in the
control room, the peanuts are being passed around again—a tradition for these sessions when
one of our spacecraft is arriving at its destination. A few of us, including me, are looking a little
green from eating too many out of anxiety.Another tradition, taken care of a little while ago, is the
wakeup song, played about an hour before landing. Today it’s Frank Sinatra crooning “All or
Nothing at All.”Keith Comeaux, selected to be the flight director for the evening, will be working
his way through the long checklist. Although by now the spacecraft is being directed by its own
computer, no longer receiving commands from Earth, there are still many things to check and
double-check. If something runs amiss in the next few hours or so before landing, Keith has a
pile of contingency procedure documents that he can pull out and begin calling orders.Each
team member sits at his or her own display terminal, and I have, in addition, my own laptop
containing detailed contingency plans for a bad day. If the worst should happen after landing, all
eyes will turn to me, and I’ll start calling meetings and kick-starting analyses in the desperate
hope that a bad situation can be corrected. This is a position I fervently did not want to find
myself in. We won’t know of a problem until that 13.8 minutes after the bad has started. Any
remedy I offered would take at least the same amount of time to transmit back to the lander, and
by then it would probably be too late.* * *The single most challenging part of putting the rover
on Mars, known in our business as EDL, for “entry, descent, and landing,” is now taking place.
Hundreds of people have worked on this one process. Computer simulations flashing on the
screen follow the data flowing from the lander. The stream of events that is the hallmark of
landing on Mars ticks off item by item.A message arrives that the cruise stage has been
successfully jettisoned. Years of work by more than a hundred engineers are over in a heartbeat.
The spacecraft next does an about-face to aim its entry heat shield toward the planet. The most
complex lander scheme in the history of spacecraft is getting its first all-up test 154 million miles
(248 million km) away from home.EDL team member Jody Davis sees that the event record
she’s looking for has appeared on her computer screen in the separate EDL war room. We all
hear her voice over our headsets as she calls out, “Tango Delta nominal.”We each experience a
surge of thrill. Tango and Delta are phonetic identifiers for the letters T and D, which the team
uses to mean “touchdown.” The “nominal” means “normal, fine, just as planned.” Only insiders
understand the phrase, used so that onlookers, reporters, and people in the global audience will
not jump to a premature conclusion. It may mean that our years of effort will soon be successful
—yet there is still plenty that can go wrong.The next call comes quickly: “RIMU stable.” The
Rover Inertial Measurement Unit is signaling us that the rover is sitting on relatively level ground.
It’s not sliding down an embankment or being dragged across the surface.On hearing that call,
team member Brian Schratz has started counting to himself. If UHF radio signals are still arriving
from Mars after the count of ten, it will confirm that the spacecraft itself has rocketed away from
the rover as planned, to crash onto the Martian surface at a safe distance from the rover,
Curiosity.The project’s EDL team leader, Adam Steltzner, is pointing at Brian waiting for that
count. On reaching the count of ten, Brian announces, “UHF is good.” Adam pokes Al Chen.



Then what we are longing to hear: Al Chen, the EDL systems engineer, has been tasked with
calling the play-by-play for the viewers on TV and the Internet. He makes the official
announcement, calling out “Touchdown is confirmed! We’re safe on Mars!”The local time is
10:30 p.m., August 5, 2012; in New York, 1:30 a.m. August 6. Curiosity has come to a dead stop
on the surface. Like a punctual guest coming to a dinner party, it has arrived exactly on
schedule.In a single unchoreographed moment we are all on our feet, thrilled and relieved, our
hands thrust in the air. We are hugging each other and trading high-fives. I notice two of the guys
trying to high-five, both so excited that they keep missing, until finally one grabs the other’s arm,
holds it steady, and slaps the now-motionless hand. The two, like several others, look as if they
could break out in tears of grateful relief at any moment. I’m feeling the same. It really worked!I
walk into the room where invited guests have been watching and get a hug from longtime
Hollywood actress and space fan June Lockhart, known for her roles as the mom in Lassie and
of the Lost in Space family. I also get a big congratulatory smile from rapper will.i.am.More than
$2 billion has been gambled on this effort, while through the years our confidence of success in
the mission eroded before gradually inching back up again. For so long it had seemed just too
damned complex, with far too many paths to failure, leaving me at one point telling a team
member, “It may be that nobody on Earth is smart enough and skilled enough to make this work.”
Yet we have stuck with it, seen it through, and found the ways to make it work, after all.Soon the
baton will change hands. Our ten years of work has been a prelude to what comes next, the
purpose of the whole endeavor, when the scientists start their hunt for new knowledge about our
sister planet. This will begin with exploring the area around the landing site on Gale Crater, and
later, we hope, a trip to the foot of the mountain in the distance—places that might hold the key
to our own biological origins. We have gone there to uncover the ancient history of the planet, to
discover if Mars ever had the ingredients to support life.FIGURE 2. MSL’s control room staff at
JPL, just after hearing, “We’re safe on Mars.” Rob Manning is seated at center left, wearing
earphones. (Courtesy of NASA and JPL/Caltech)We’re not sending robots to Mars. We’re
sending extensions of ourselves. These machines are us, and in visiting Mars, we may in time
find that we are going home.PROLOGUESeven Minutes of TerrorSunday, August 5, 2012, 10:10
p.m. I’m sitting in the crowded, chilly Cruise Mission Support Area that serves as our control
room on the campus of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, a short drive from downtown
Los Angeles. The team members are amped up and ready. I am in a state of quiet yet buoyant
Zen-like anticipation. I know this feeling well. I have been here before.The spacecraft we are
monitoring, the Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) is one of the most incredibly intricate complex
of machinery, electronics, and miniaturized science labs ever created by humankind. We have
spent sixty- and eighty-hour weeks dreaming up, creating, building, and testing it through the
previous ten years. The product of all that effort is now approaching Mars.In this work, it’s not a
question just of being good at what we do, but of being good at picking ourselves up. We live
with the knowledge that failure is ingrained in the effort. But so is overcoming. What I offer in
these pages is a celebration of the project and its place in humankind’s quest for knowledge,



and, as well, an ode to problem solving.If everything works as designed, MSL should now be
starting to perform a series of contorted maneuvers that in just seven minutes will slow it from
12,600 miles a hour (5.6 km/s) to a gentle landing on the Martian surface in a relatively smooth
area that has been named Gale Crater.These seven minutes are what we call “the seven
minutes of terror.”If the landing is successful, a coded message, a string of ones and zeros, will
be beamed back to us through space to confirm that all is well. It will take 13.8 minutes for that
signal to reach this room.It’s as if the person you love most dearly is in a building that has been
devastated by some errant force of nature and you are waiting to hear if she or he is still alive
and uninjured. That’s something of what it’s like for those 13.8 minutes. The only hope most
team members have of managing their anxiety comes from memory flashes of the vivid
rehearsals we’ve been putting them through, rehearsals that make tonight seem more like a
simulation than anything real. But we won’t know for 7 + 13.8 minutes whether the lander has
arrived safely and undamaged or has been crippled, smashed, or irretrievably destroyed on
landing.The control room is packed with team members anxiously huddled at their displays,
watching for any sign that something is amiss. Around the world, people are crowded around
television sets as NASA runs animated video of what is happening—or at least what we hope is
happening. Times Square in New York is packed with people staring at the giant Jumbotron,
where images of the action are on view.It doesn’t help that on these missions to Mars, we send
our payloads skyward while still holding in our hands long to-do lists of essential efforts not yet
tackled. Odd as it must sound, these lists always include some head-scratchers, items in the
“How the hell can we possibly do this?” category.We’re using a radical new landing design that
has never been fully tested, because no tests on Earth can show how the design would fare on
Mars. The needed actions are encoded in half a million lines of computer code, and there is zero
margin of error.If the landing isn’t successful or the project comes to an early demise, we will
spend months analyzing the failure to glean the lessons. But there will be those at high levels in
government, along with prominent members of Congress, who will loudly lament that we should
give up efforts to explore Mars and instead focus on other goals in space.Every person in the
control room knows some of the many ways our novel, intricate, never-fully-tested lander could
fail. We all know the score for Mars missions so far is daunting. Of the thirty-nine spacecraft sent
to Mars, whether they were designed to fly past, to land, or to go into orbit, only nineteen so far
have succeeded. Three of the successful missions were Soviet spacecraft, one was from the
European Space Agency, and the rest were from the U.S. The only other attempts to join this
exclusive club have been by Japan, with a 1998 effort that failed, and India, launching as I write
this in early 2014. So the score is home team 19, Mars 20. That does not lend much confidence
to the people who struggle to create missions like this one.None of us wants to think of that on
this night. Certainly none of us wants to think what it would mean for the Mars exploration
program if we fail. So we sit there, watching and waiting. It’s a surreal, sometimes scary
experience.Science team members from around the world, gathered in front of a giant screen in
another building, take turns racing over to say hello, and race back to be certain they don’t miss



anything. Here in the control room, the peanuts are being passed around again—a tradition for
these sessions when one of our spacecraft is arriving at its destination. A few of us, including
me, are looking a little green from eating too many out of anxiety.Another tradition, taken care of
a little while ago, is the wakeup song, played about an hour before landing. Today it’s Frank
Sinatra crooning “All or Nothing at All.”Keith Comeaux, selected to be the flight director for the
evening, will be working his way through the long checklist. Although by now the spacecraft is
being directed by its own computer, no longer receiving commands from Earth, there are still
many things to check and double-check. If something runs amiss in the next few hours or so
before landing, Keith has a pile of contingency procedure documents that he can pull out and
begin calling orders.Each team member sits at his or her own display terminal, and I have, in
addition, my own laptop containing detailed contingency plans for a bad day. If the worst should
happen after landing, all eyes will turn to me, and I’ll start calling meetings and kick-starting
analyses in the desperate hope that a bad situation can be corrected. This is a position I
fervently did not want to find myself in. We won’t know of a problem until that 13.8 minutes after
the bad has started. Any remedy I offered would take at least the same amount of time to
transmit back to the lander, and by then it would probably be too late.* * *The single most
challenging part of putting the rover on Mars, known in our business as EDL, for “entry, descent,
and landing,” is now taking place. Hundreds of people have worked on this one process.
Computer simulations flashing on the screen follow the data flowing from the lander. The stream
of events that is the hallmark of landing on Mars ticks off item by item.A message arrives that the
cruise stage has been successfully jettisoned. Years of work by more than a hundred engineers
are over in a heartbeat. The spacecraft next does an about-face to aim its entry heat shield
toward the planet. The most complex lander scheme in the history of spacecraft is getting its first
all-up test 154 million miles (248 million km) away from home.EDL team member Jody Davis
sees that the event record she’s looking for has appeared on her computer screen in the
separate EDL war room. We all hear her voice over our headsets as she calls out, “Tango Delta
nominal.”We each experience a surge of thrill. Tango and Delta are phonetic identifiers for the
letters T and D, which the team uses to mean “touchdown.” The “nominal” means “normal, fine,
just as planned.” Only insiders understand the phrase, used so that onlookers, reporters, and
people in the global audience will not jump to a premature conclusion. It may mean that our
years of effort will soon be successful—yet there is still plenty that can go wrong.The next call
comes quickly: “RIMU stable.” The Rover Inertial Measurement Unit is signaling us that the rover
is sitting on relatively level ground. It’s not sliding down an embankment or being dragged across
the surface.On hearing that call, team member Brian Schratz has started counting to himself. If
UHF radio signals are still arriving from Mars after the count of ten, it will confirm that the
spacecraft itself has rocketed away from the rover as planned, to crash onto the Martian surface
at a safe distance from the rover, Curiosity.The project’s EDL team leader, Adam Steltzner, is
pointing at Brian waiting for that count. On reaching the count of ten, Brian announces, “UHF is
good.” Adam pokes Al Chen. Then what we are longing to hear: Al Chen, the EDL systems



engineer, has been tasked with calling the play-by-play for the viewers on TV and the Internet.
He makes the official announcement, calling out “Touchdown is confirmed! We’re safe on
Mars!”The local time is 10:30 p.m., August 5, 2012; in New York, 1:30 a.m. August 6. Curiosity
has come to a dead stop on the surface. Like a punctual guest coming to a dinner party, it has
arrived exactly on schedule.In a single unchoreographed moment we are all on our feet, thrilled
and relieved, our hands thrust in the air. We are hugging each other and trading high-fives. I
notice two of the guys trying to high-five, both so excited that they keep missing, until finally one
grabs the other’s arm, holds it steady, and slaps the now-motionless hand. The two, like several
others, look as if they could break out in tears of grateful relief at any moment. I’m feeling the
same. It really worked!I walk into the room where invited guests have been watching and get a
hug from longtime Hollywood actress and space fan June Lockhart, known for her roles as the
mom in Lassie and of the Lost in Space family. I also get a big congratulatory smile from rapper
will.i.am.More than $2 billion has been gambled on this effort, while through the years our
confidence of success in the mission eroded before gradually inching back up again. For so long
it had seemed just too damned complex, with far too many paths to failure, leaving me at one
point telling a team member, “It may be that nobody on Earth is smart enough and skilled
enough to make this work.” Yet we have stuck with it, seen it through, and found the ways to
make it work, after all.Soon the baton will change hands. Our ten years of work has been a
prelude to what comes next, the purpose of the whole endeavor, when the scientists start their
hunt for new knowledge about our sister planet. This will begin with exploring the area around
the landing site on Gale Crater, and later, we hope, a trip to the foot of the mountain in the
distance—places that might hold the key to our own biological origins. We have gone there to
uncover the ancient history of the planet, to discover if Mars ever had the ingredients to support
life.FIGURE 2. MSL’s control room staff at JPL, just after hearing, “We’re safe on Mars.” Rob
Manning is seated at center left, wearing earphones. (Courtesy of NASA and JPL/Caltech)We’re
not sending robots to Mars. We’re sending extensions of ourselves. These machines are us, and
in visiting Mars, we may in time find that we are going home.CHAPTER 1The Red Planet
FixationSpacemen have landed on Earth. Invaders from Mars are pouring off their space ships,
spreading death and destruction. The creatures from Mars are “wriggling, glistening like wet
leather, their faces indescribable.” Americans are glued to their radios, listening to the alarming
news bulletins and chilling eyewitness reports.In 1939, this really happened. Not the Martian
invasion, of course, but widespread panic among people who believed that a radio drama from
actor and theatrical bad-boy Orson Welles was true, actually believing in the possibility that
there were intelligent creatures on Mars, from a civilization so advanced that they could invade
Earth.The people taken in by what Welles and his team intended to be diverting entertainment
seem not so far removed from people of earlier ages. Imagine you are living in the world of our
distant Neolithic ancestors. You and your fellow tribespeople know how to gather food from the
trees and plants, how to hunt, how to shelter yourselves in times of storm, how to procreate and
raise your young. You tell the stories learned from your elders, stories that offer answers to the



mysteries of life, of nature, weather, and the ever-changing skies. In some versions, the sun has
wings. In others, the sun crosses the sky on a chariot, or crosses the sky in a boat. The sun is
reborn each morning. The moon is the daughter of the sun.Across the span of time, tribes grow
in size. Many settle down to farm. They build cities. They worship their gods, pleading to them for
health, security, and prosperity, and perhaps for the defeat of their adversaries. Over eons, many
come to worship a sole god—Yahweh, or Jesus, or Allah, or another deity. Finally they, our
ancestors, begin to unlock nature’s secrets. They turn from concocting fables to observing and
studying, then laying down conclusions drawn from observed fact.Those conclusions were
largely askew. In the year 140 CE, the Greek astronomer Ptolemy published a complex
mathematical model that accurately accounted for the apparent motions of the planets. For the
next 1,300 years, his model kept science on the wrong foot, maintaining the doctrine that Earth
is the center of the universe and all heavenly bodies circle around us. It was left to Copernicus in
the 1500s to deduce that the planets travel in orbits around the sun. At last, humankind’s
curiosity about the visible sky was beginning to be based on something worthy of the label
“science” instead of myths.Around the same time Galileo Galilei became the first to examine
Mars with the aid of a telescope, providing him the earliest close-up views, primitive though they
were, of our nearest neighbor planet. It wasn’t until the late 1600s that skywatchers began to
note similarities between Earth and Mars. Christiaan Huygens observed that Mars was only a
little over half the size of Earth, yet by what seemed like a remarkable coincidence had days
almost exactly the same length as ours, later confirmed as a mere thirty-nine minutes longer.Not
long afterward, in the 1700s, German astronomer William Herschel kicked our thoughts about
the possibility of life on Mars into high gear. He discovered another similarity between the two
planets: Mars had what appeared to be polar ice caps, periodically growing and shrinking with
the seasons just as on Earth. In the warmer seasons, dark areas were seen as possible
vegetation.That was a first step to speculation about the possibility of life on Mars. Odd as it now
sounds, in the 1800s, the great German mathematician Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss actually
suggested that huge geometric patterns be carved in the vast snowy regions of Siberia as
signals to Martians who might be eyeing Earth for signs of life on our planet.In time, we learned
that Gauss was chasing shadows. Writers with creative minds have long teased the public
imagination with tales of travel to the far reaches of the cosmos and encounters with non-Earthly
yet intelligent life forms. We’re fascinated with the possibility of discovering “what’s really out
there.” From Orson Welles and his predecessors until today, science fiction writers and
screenwriters have kept us beguiled, chilled, and frightened by imaginative stories inhabited by
creatures from other planets.Our most qualified thinkers on the subject give us reason to believe
in the possibility. One of the most intriguing questions for all of humankind is this: Has life ever
appeared anywhere else in the universe? Is it possible that intelligent life actually exists today
elsewhere in the universe?Scientists disagree, but for many the answer is all but certain. It is
estimated that just the extent of the universe we can observe from Earth contains as many as
1024 stars. That’s one septillion, the number 10 followed by 24 zeros. These stars are organized



into galaxies. Recent measurements suggest that our Milky Way alone may contain 50 billion
planets. About a billion of these are about the size of Earth and are inside the so-called habitable
zone, where it’s possible for liquid water to exist on the surface. Perhaps a tiny fraction of these
billion planets would have been stable long enough for the development of complex multicellular
life. Of these, a much smaller fraction could have contemplative, technologically advanced
societies present today. Entire galaxies may have only a few planets harboring complex
inquisitive life such as ours, yet the existence of billions upon billions of galaxies across the
universe translates into a very large number of potential civilizations. And this is a very
conservative estimate. In the 1970s, the late, revered Cornell astronomer Carl Sagan put the
figure as high as one million potential civilizations in our galaxy alone.Harvard professor Paul
Horowitz recalls once telling a journalist, “Intelligent life in the universe? Guaranteed. Intelligent
life in our galaxy? So overwhelmingly likely that I’d give you almost any odds you’d like.” Today
he says that he stands by that statement, with an amendment: “At the time, it may have been a
bit daring, but in view of recent findings on the prevalence of habitable Earth-like extrasolar
planets, it now seems, if anything, rather conservative.”Yet, even given billions of years, under
what conditions do a bunch of chemicals, water, and various types of minerals evolve into living
things? Scientists have theories and are closing in on possible answers, but so far we simply
don’t know. We do know that it occurred surprisingly fast once Earth developed the right
conditions very early on in its long history.Although so far we have not detected life on Mars, a
mythical observer seeing Mars and Earth from deep space early in their history might have
labeled them nearly identical, neither more likely than the other to become a home where life
might appear. Both Mars and Earth formed together along with the sun and the entire solar
system about four and a half billion years ago.Soon after the formation of Earth, a Mars-sized
young planet slammed into our planet, creating a swarm of mountain-sized objects that
continued to crash into our home for many millions of years. Other bits from that original impact
coalesced to form our moon. Volcanic turmoil caused by these bombardments and the heat from
radioactive rock spewed carbon dioxide vapor into the atmosphere. Finally our planet began to
cool, the surface hardening into a crust. Water brought to Earth from the impact of millions of
water-filled comets finally settled out of the hot atmosphere to become oceans.What happened
next is a story that scientists are only now unraveling. It starts perhaps four billion years ago. At
the bottom of the oceans, acidic waters percolated down through cracks in the rocks to become
laden with an alkaline-rich brew, then streamed back up inside hydrothermal vents, forming large
towers of complex mineral structures. Tiny pores in these structures acted as “factories,” tearing
apart the nearly unbreakable bonds that hold together carbon-dioxide molecules. The result was
a constant supply of organic molecules that would go on to become the bricks and mortar of
life.In time, the inner walls of some of these pores became coated with simple organic layers that
formed protective yet porous bubbles around these organic molecule factories. Some of these
bubbles escaped the pores to float with the ocean currents. Through a long series of fortunate
accidents of nature, these little machines began to replicate. Within a few million years they



developed tricks that allowed them to float across the oceans and adapt to new environments.
These were very simple bacteria that could live on the simplest of chemical energy. Some of
these simple nucleus-free bacteria called prokaryotes are still living today, thriving in the
harshest conditions on Earth.Even today, we live in a world that is not dominated by the plants,
fish, animals, and insects that we know. An extraterrestrial studying Earth would report that the
bulk of life here is made up of bacteria, and might mention as a footnote that some of those
bacteria have congregated into large mobile colonies of cells, of which some have developed
sentient behaviors that allow them to manipulate their world and even go off to explore
others.Steven Jay Gould, a Harvard professor, paleontologist, and leading thinker on
evolutionary theory, wrote, “The most salient feature of life [on Earth] has been the stability of its
bacterial mode from the beginning of the fossil record until today and, with little doubt, into all
future time so long as the Earth endures. This is truly the ‘age of bacteria’—as it was in the
beginning, is now, and ever shall be. Bacteria represent the great success story of life’s pathway.”
Elsewhere he noted that “during the course of life, the number of E. coli in the gut of each human
being far exceeds the total number of people that now live and have ever lived.”Some of the facts
about bacteria seem to defy common sense. A single gram of soil can contain on the order of
forty million bacterial cells. From the earliest appearance of a single-cell life form, it took a few
hundreds of millions of years and many more of those fortunate but unlikely accidents before the
appearance of the first complex multicellular organisms, in what New Yorker writer Burkhard
Bilger has called “life’s triumphant march toward complexity.”Gould was skeptical that the march
toward complexity, even if it occurs, would inevitably lead to advanced civilizations, but like the
majority of scientists today he suspected that in the right conditions, single-cell life and the
evolution it makes possible could well be inevitable. We know that rock ejected from large
meteor impacts can travel across the solar system. After examining hundreds of meteors,
scientists have confirmed that some come from Mars and other places in our solar system. Over
the past few billion years, scientists believe that millions of tons of Earth rock containing many
billions of cells have been ejected into space and spread to far away parts of the solar system. If
even a very few of these cells survived the long journey frozen inside rocks, perhaps Earth life
has populated other planets like Mars.Chris McKay, a planetary scientist with the Space Science
Division of NASA Ames Research Center, once gave an NPR interviewer what could be taken
as a rationale for the project that is the story of this book: “Life may have started on Earth very
quickly but purely by accident. Life may be easy to start under Earth-like conditions on any
planet. These are questions that we’ll never answer staying here on Earth. We’ve got to go look
at another example. We’ve got to go see if it happened on Mars.”Is it possible that life began on
Mars independent of Earth? It happened here. Why not there?We go to Mars seeking answers
to some of the great questions of our time:• Was Mars ever habitable for simple single-cell
organisms?• Can we find evidence that past life once existed or perhaps even still exists on
Mars?• Can we find clues on Mars that will help us understand how life on Earth began?One
essential ingredient for life as we know it is water, liquid water. Water in the air, in rivers, ponds,



puddles, lakes, oceans. Mars may have been warm and wet even before Earth was. Which leads
us to other compelling questions:• Is it possible that life began on Mars independent of Earth?•
Is it possible that life started on Earth and was transplanted to Mars?And perhaps even more
tantalizing:• Is it possible that life started on Mars and was transplanted to Earth?Some of these
questions, I hope, will be answered in my lifetime and yours. The Mars Science Laboratory
spacecraft has been designed to provide answers to some of them.As we shall see, one has
already been answered.CHAPTER 1The Red Planet FixationSpacemen have landed on Earth.
Invaders from Mars are pouring off their space ships, spreading death and destruction. The
creatures from Mars are “wriggling, glistening like wet leather, their faces indescribable.”
Americans are glued to their radios, listening to the alarming news bulletins and chilling
eyewitness reports.In 1939, this really happened. Not the Martian invasion, of course, but
widespread panic among people who believed that a radio drama from actor and theatrical bad-
boy Orson Welles was true, actually believing in the possibility that there were intelligent
creatures on Mars, from a civilization so advanced that they could invade Earth.The people
taken in by what Welles and his team intended to be diverting entertainment seem not so far
removed from people of earlier ages. Imagine you are living in the world of our distant Neolithic
ancestors. You and your fellow tribespeople know how to gather food from the trees and plants,
how to hunt, how to shelter yourselves in times of storm, how to procreate and raise your young.
You tell the stories learned from your elders, stories that offer answers to the mysteries of life, of
nature, weather, and the ever-changing skies. In some versions, the sun has wings. In others,
the sun crosses the sky on a chariot, or crosses the sky in a boat. The sun is reborn each
morning. The moon is the daughter of the sun.Across the span of time, tribes grow in size. Many
settle down to farm. They build cities. They worship their gods, pleading to them for health,
security, and prosperity, and perhaps for the defeat of their adversaries. Over eons, many come
to worship a sole god—Yahweh, or Jesus, or Allah, or another deity. Finally they, our ancestors,
begin to unlock nature’s secrets. They turn from concocting fables to observing and studying,
then laying down conclusions drawn from observed fact.Those conclusions were largely askew.
In the year 140 CE, the Greek astronomer Ptolemy published a complex mathematical model
that accurately accounted for the apparent motions of the planets. For the next 1,300 years, his
model kept science on the wrong foot, maintaining the doctrine that Earth is the center of the
universe and all heavenly bodies circle around us. It was left to Copernicus in the 1500s to
deduce that the planets travel in orbits around the sun. At last, humankind’s curiosity about the
visible sky was beginning to be based on something worthy of the label “science” instead of
myths.Around the same time Galileo Galilei became the first to examine Mars with the aid of a
telescope, providing him the earliest close-up views, primitive though they were, of our nearest
neighbor planet. It wasn’t until the late 1600s that skywatchers began to note similarities
between Earth and Mars. Christiaan Huygens observed that Mars was only a little over half the
size of Earth, yet by what seemed like a remarkable coincidence had days almost exactly the
same length as ours, later confirmed as a mere thirty-nine minutes longer.Not long afterward, in



the 1700s, German astronomer William Herschel kicked our thoughts about the possibility of life
on Mars into high gear. He discovered another similarity between the two planets: Mars had
what appeared to be polar ice caps, periodically growing and shrinking with the seasons just as
on Earth. In the warmer seasons, dark areas were seen as possible vegetation.That was a first
step to speculation about the possibility of life on Mars. Odd as it now sounds, in the 1800s, the
great German mathematician Johann Carl Friedrich Gauss actually suggested that huge
geometric patterns be carved in the vast snowy regions of Siberia as signals to Martians who
might be eyeing Earth for signs of life on our planet.In time, we learned that Gauss was chasing
shadows. Writers with creative minds have long teased the public imagination with tales of travel
to the far reaches of the cosmos and encounters with non-Earthly yet intelligent life forms. We’re
fascinated with the possibility of discovering “what’s really out there.” From Orson Welles and his
predecessors until today, science fiction writers and screenwriters have kept us beguiled,
chilled, and frightened by imaginative stories inhabited by creatures from other planets.Our most
qualified thinkers on the subject give us reason to believe in the possibility. One of the most
intriguing questions for all of humankind is this: Has life ever appeared anywhere else in the
universe? Is it possible that intelligent life actually exists today elsewhere in the universe?
Scientists disagree, but for many the answer is all but certain. It is estimated that just the extent
of the universe we can observe from Earth contains as many as 1024 stars. That’s one septillion,
the number 10 followed by 24 zeros. These stars are organized into galaxies. Recent
measurements suggest that our Milky Way alone may contain 50 billion planets. About a billion
of these are about the size of Earth and are inside the so-called habitable zone, where it’s
possible for liquid water to exist on the surface. Perhaps a tiny fraction of these billion planets
would have been stable long enough for the development of complex multicellular life. Of these,
a much smaller fraction could have contemplative, technologically advanced societies present
today. Entire galaxies may have only a few planets harboring complex inquisitive life such as
ours, yet the existence of billions upon billions of galaxies across the universe translates into a
very large number of potential civilizations. And this is a very conservative estimate. In the
1970s, the late, revered Cornell astronomer Carl Sagan put the figure as high as one million
potential civilizations in our galaxy alone.Harvard professor Paul Horowitz recalls once telling a
journalist, “Intelligent life in the universe? Guaranteed. Intelligent life in our galaxy? So
overwhelmingly likely that I’d give you almost any odds you’d like.” Today he says that he stands
by that statement, with an amendment: “At the time, it may have been a bit daring, but in view of
recent findings on the prevalence of habitable Earth-like extrasolar planets, it now seems, if
anything, rather conservative.”Yet, even given billions of years, under what conditions do a
bunch of chemicals, water, and various types of minerals evolve into living things? Scientists
have theories and are closing in on possible answers, but so far we simply don’t know. We do
know that it occurred surprisingly fast once Earth developed the right conditions very early on in
its long history.Although so far we have not detected life on Mars, a mythical observer seeing
Mars and Earth from deep space early in their history might have labeled them nearly identical,



neither more likely than the other to become a home where life might appear. Both Mars and
Earth formed together along with the sun and the entire solar system about four and a half billion
years ago.Soon after the formation of Earth, a Mars-sized young planet slammed into our planet,
creating a swarm of mountain-sized objects that continued to crash into our home for many
millions of years. Other bits from that original impact coalesced to form our moon. Volcanic
turmoil caused by these bombardments and the heat from radioactive rock spewed carbon
dioxide vapor into the atmosphere. Finally our planet began to cool, the surface hardening into a
crust. Water brought to Earth from the impact of millions of water-filled comets finally settled out
of the hot atmosphere to become oceans.What happened next is a story that scientists are only
now unraveling. It starts perhaps four billion years ago. At the bottom of the oceans, acidic
waters percolated down through cracks in the rocks to become laden with an alkaline-rich brew,
then streamed back up inside hydrothermal vents, forming large towers of complex mineral
structures. Tiny pores in these structures acted as “factories,” tearing apart the nearly
unbreakable bonds that hold together carbon-dioxide molecules. The result was a constant
supply of organic molecules that would go on to become the bricks and mortar of life.In time, the
inner walls of some of these pores became coated with simple organic layers that formed
protective yet porous bubbles around these organic molecule factories. Some of these bubbles
escaped the pores to float with the ocean currents. Through a long series of fortunate accidents
of nature, these little machines began to replicate. Within a few million years they developed
tricks that allowed them to float across the oceans and adapt to new environments. These were
very simple bacteria that could live on the simplest of chemical energy. Some of these simple
nucleus-free bacteria called prokaryotes are still living today, thriving in the harshest conditions
on Earth.Even today, we live in a world that is not dominated by the plants, fish, animals, and
insects that we know. An extraterrestrial studying Earth would report that the bulk of life here is
made up of bacteria, and might mention as a footnote that some of those bacteria have
congregated into large mobile colonies of cells, of which some have developed sentient
behaviors that allow them to manipulate their world and even go off to explore others.Steven Jay
Gould, a Harvard professor, paleontologist, and leading thinker on evolutionary theory, wrote,
“The most salient feature of life [on Earth] has been the stability of its bacterial mode from the
beginning of the fossil record until today and, with little doubt, into all future time so long as the
Earth endures. This is truly the ‘age of bacteria’—as it was in the beginning, is now, and ever
shall be. Bacteria represent the great success story of life’s pathway.” Elsewhere he noted that
“during the course of life, the number of E. coli in the gut of each human being far exceeds the
total number of people that now live and have ever lived.”Some of the facts about bacteria seem
to defy common sense. A single gram of soil can contain on the order of forty million bacterial
cells. From the earliest appearance of a single-cell life form, it took a few hundreds of millions of
years and many more of those fortunate but unlikely accidents before the appearance of the first
complex multicellular organisms, in what New Yorker writer Burkhard Bilger has called “life’s
triumphant march toward complexity.”Gould was skeptical that the march toward complexity,



even if it occurs, would inevitably lead to advanced civilizations, but like the majority of scientists
today he suspected that in the right conditions, single-cell life and the evolution it makes
possible could well be inevitable. We know that rock ejected from large meteor impacts can
travel across the solar system. After examining hundreds of meteors, scientists have confirmed
that some come from Mars and other places in our solar system. Over the past few billion years,
scientists believe that millions of tons of Earth rock containing many billions of cells have been
ejected into space and spread to far away parts of the solar system. If even a very few of these
cells survived the long journey frozen inside rocks, perhaps Earth life has populated other
planets like Mars.Chris McKay, a planetary scientist with the Space Science Division of NASA
Ames Research Center, once gave an NPR interviewer what could be taken as a rationale for
the project that is the story of this book: “Life may have started on Earth very quickly but purely
by accident. Life may be easy to start under Earth-like conditions on any planet. These are
questions that we’ll never answer staying here on Earth. We’ve got to go look at another
example. We’ve got to go see if it happened on Mars.”Is it possible that life began on Mars
independent of Earth? It happened here. Why not there?We go to Mars seeking answers to
some of the great questions of our time:• Was Mars ever habitable for simple single-cell
organisms?• Can we find evidence that past life once existed or perhaps even still exists on
Mars?• Can we find clues on Mars that will help us understand how life on Earth began?One
essential ingredient for life as we know it is water, liquid water. Water in the air, in rivers, ponds,
puddles, lakes, oceans. Mars may have been warm and wet even before Earth was. Which leads
us to other compelling questions:• Is it possible that life began on Mars independent of Earth?•
Is it possible that life started on Earth and was transplanted to Mars?And perhaps even more
tantalizing:• Is it possible that life started on Mars and was transplanted to Earth?Some of these
questions, I hope, will be answered in my lifetime and yours. The Mars Science Laboratory
spacecraft has been designed to provide answers to some of them.As we shall see, one has
already been answered.CHAPTER 2Joining the Mars AdventureYears ago, a young French farm
boy was doing poorly in school. A wealthy neighbor took an interest in the youngster and asked
him, “What do you want to do in life?” He answered, “To be a chef.” It was a curious reply, since
he had never even been inside a restaurant. Nonetheless, she arranged for him to be hired by a
restaurant in a nearby city, Lyon, then famous as the home of some of the great restaurants in
Europe.Everyone on a French farm in that region was well experienced at plucking chickens and
ducks, and the boy was soon the number-one plucker at the restaurant. Today that farm boy,
Daniel Boulud, is the owner and chef of the restaurant Daniel in New York as well as a string of
other restaurants in the city and elsewhere, and he is widely praised as one of the best chefs in
the world.Sometimes a person knows in some mysterious way at a very early age what he or
she wants to do. I knew from the time I was twelve that I wanted to build robots and rocket ships
and send them off to explore faraway parts of the universe. Like many kids of the 1960s and
since, the work of NASA intrigued me from an early age. But unlike many other kids, I never
outgrew this passion.I spent part of my childhood living a Huckleberry Finn lifestyle on the



islands and in the farm country of northwest Washington State. On our long, wet, windy winter
nights, I was transfixed by the adventure of space and found it all so astonishing, barely able to
believe people were actually building spaceships. Not only that, the spaceships took pictures
that they could put on a radio beam and send down to Earth to be printed in the newspaper and
delivered to our front door. I could hold the local newspaper in my hand and see pictures from
space. It was a heady time to be a kid.The funny part was that we knew so little about outer
space. The Moon was clearly visible, but Mars was this blotchy red thing. Our classroom
textbooks offered little about the outer planets beyond the simple observations that they were
different colors, some were very big, and one looked like a coffee mug with two handles (Saturn
with its rings). I read about Mars as a world possibly inhabited by some sorts of creatures. The
idea of Martian cities of mysterious beings kept me brimming with excitement. The raw
possibility of unseen worlds held the power to stoke my imagination.One day the front page of
our local paper showed real photos taken by a spacecraft flying past Mars. Later the front page
showed photos taken by twin Viking landers that had reached the Martian surface, stirring
images of what it might be like for me to be standing there on my own two feet.But after all, there
were no Martians, no aliens. The thought that Earth might be the exception after all, and that we
are indeed alone, made me sad and kept me awake. I wanted to be one of the people to
discover which version was true. But how?For a kid like me, it wasn’t going to be easy. My work
in math and science in the classroom didn’t exactly make me stand out. I was a mediocre
student. But my curiosity about space exploration drove me to want to learn more. The teachers
in the schools of my farming community said that I needed to do well in my studies before I could
do anything technical.One day, looking through the Time-Life book The Scientist, I came upon a
picture of the graduating class of the California Institute of Technology. The text described
Caltech graduates as “among the best” and said that these people would lead the coming
technological revolution. I stared at the picture, studying the faces, longing to be like them.When
my family settled in the farming town of Burlington, Washington, I found the high school there a
great place to learn the ropes of rural life: machine shop, auto shop, farm shop, small gas
engines shop, plastic shop, welding shop, and lots of “ag” classes. After school and in the
summertime, we learned the hard life on the farms and in farming industries. What we didn’t
learn was how to study. Given that background, I sent off my college applications with much
trepidation.It didn’t seem possible that I could really become an engineer until I got to Whitman
College, a small liberal arts school nestled in a comfortable corner of Walla Walla in the far
southeast of Washington State. Whitman offered a “3–2” program where I could get two degrees
—BA and BS—in five years of study: three at Whitman and two at Columbia—or, I was delighted
to learn, at Caltech. But I needed to pull a decent grade point average. I had barely made it into
Whitman, so qualifying for Caltech was going to be a challenge. Still, there is nothing like a good
dose of fear to motivate a person. I studied hard, virtually living in the college library, and a few
years later, I succeeded in transferring to Caltech.I had my first brush with NASA and Caltech’s
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) within days of my arriving at the Caltech campus. I was



assigned an adjunct professor of electrical engineering as my advisor. A gentle, elegantly
dressed man with a New Zealand accent, he held forth in a narrow office loaded with
magazines, newspapers, and electronic equipment, with his empty pipe sitting right next to a
smoldering soldering iron. He generously spent hours with me giving advice on courses to take
and areas to focus on. It was some time before it struck me that this man, William Pickering, was
the father of JPL’s planetary exploits, recently retired as JPL’s director. Then I remembered
seeing pictures of him in 1958, holding above his head in triumph a model of Explorer I, our
country’s first spacecraft. That this man was now my advisor was proof that I had come a long
way from the islands of Puget Sound.In my college years at Caltech, my classmates and I would
drop everything to hang in front of a lecture hall TV monitor that piped fresh images as they
arrived to Earth in real time from an Apollo mission or a Mars mission.What else did those
broadcasts show us? Images of the planetary scientists who had made Martian exploration
possible, watching those same images with their mouths open, gawking at the screens, every bit
as fascinated as we students were. At one of those viewing moments, I determined to become
one of the people who made this all happen. I set my sights on JPL.While I was still finishing my
undergraduate work at Caltech, JPL offered me a part-time position as a draftsman to work on
the schematics of the Galileo spacecraft, which was scheduled to be the first to fly into Jupiter’s
orbit. The thought that I would actually be playing even a small role in building a robot that would
explore another planet was an absolutely fantastic notion. Just to be allowed to be at the place
that spawned these machines was a dream come true for me. I would have accepted even if the
job they offered me had been washing windows.The origins of JPL, I already knew, were as
unlikely as the unique work people do there. It had all started in the mid-1930s when some
students from Caltech joined forces with a few amateur rocket enthusiasts to build experimental
rocket motors right on campus. The tinkering went fine until one of their motors exploded. The
rocketeers were invited to find another site for their experiments, and the place they settled on
was an isolated area in the foothills of the nearby San Gabriel Mountains. By the time the 1930s
gave way to the ’40s and World War II, the group’s accumulated experience with rockets led to
contracts for advanced research and development with the Army.When President Eisenhower
signed the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, the ‘space’ part of its title included
exploring the planets. JPL was transferred from the U.S. Army’s Ordinance Department to the
new NASA, but unlike the Goddard Space Center, the Johnson Space Center, and the other
NASA centers, JPL became the agency’s only contractor-operated center. (The actual
arrangement is somewhat complicated: JPL is managed for NASA by Caltech. JPL staffers are
Caltech employees, with our paychecks reading “California Institute of Technology.”)Today JPL,
though of course much expanded, is still nestled in its original foothills location, just a few feet
away from the very spot where those early rockets were fired. The setting is rural, with a famous
riding academy next door. Walk across the Lab’s campus and you’ll pass grazing mule deer;
born on the grounds, they are free to wander off into the wild but instead choose to remain and
live their lives at JPL, presumably never noticing how much their presence surprises visitors. The



atmosphere at JPL is cerebral, yet, unlike what you would find at most of the great universities,
there is a restlessness here, as if each person you pass is struggling with a problem never
encountered before and for which there is no apparent solution. Many of those people, then and
now, are grappling with some problem involved with the exploration of Mars.When I arrived at
JPL, I found myself inside the very world I had envied more than a decade earlier: I had become
part of the space team. Very cool. I was suddenly around the people who invented robots that
went into outer space—including some of the very people I had been so awed by as a kid, and I
found myself at times in a position to learn from a number of those personal heroes. For a young
person eager to learn, it doesn’t get much better than that.Once I had my diploma in hand, JPL
changed my status from draftsman to engineer, but my role as an engineer was slow going. My
first job was as an apprentice electronics tester, helping run tests on what would become the
brains of the Galileo spacecraft. I quickly discovered that building spacecraft included many
extremely tedious jobs. After Galileo, I worked on Magellan (to Venus) and Cassini (to Saturn),
becoming expert in the design of spacecraft computers, computer memory, computer
architectures, and fault-tolerant systems.In 1993, after thirteen years at JPL, my career took a
sudden leap forward. Brian Muirhead, the most inspiring and level-headed spacecraft leader I
have ever met, had recently been named spacecraft manager for a funky little mission to Mars
called Pathfinder. We had a conversation in which he explained that he was a master of
mechanical systems but had not had much experience with electronics. He asked if I would join
him as his chief engineer and deputy spacecraft manager.This was a whole new world. I could
not believe my luck. It had been many years since anyone had landed anything on another
celestial body. In addition, Pathfinder would carry Sojourner, the first rover ever to land on Mars.
That we were expected to do it on the cheap made it seem an even more exciting challenge: We
would have to make it as simple as possible.In addition to my original responsibilities, I was soon
handed the role of leading the creation for Pathfinder’s entry, descent, landing, a subject none of
us had any experience with. I ended up spending 90 percent of my time solving the problems of
EDL. I lived through one of the most intense experiences that a spacecraft designer could
undergo. Our tiny team of dedicated young people held on to a crazy notion that we could
design a spacecraft, a heat shield, a supersonic parachute, solid rockets, plus something never
done before, a risky first—giant airbags that would cushion the first rover ever to reach Mars—
and do all this for no more than the cost of a major motion picture. Pathfinder was among the first
NASA missions to employ a culture of what the then-administrator of NASA termed “faster,
better, cheaper.” With a willingness to take risks, we learned as best we could how to build and
test the pieces and how to put them together into something that had a good chance of
working.It did work. Our efforts paid off on July 4, 1997, when Pathfinder made the first landing
on Mars in twenty years. Its tiny payload, Sojourner rover, made the first tracks on the surface of
another planet in human history.The previous year, my teammates and I had learned from a
NASA email about an upcoming major announcement concerning Mars. Together, we watched
the televised press briefing in wonder. President Clinton introduced it with these words: “I am



determined that the American space program will put its full intellectual power and technological
prowess behind the search for further evidence of life on Mars.”At that press conference, NASA
scientists announced that they had discovered small carbonate globules inside a Mars meteorite
that had been picked up in 1984 from atop the snow at the foot of the Allan Hills in Antarctica.
They concluded that these tiny structures were evidence of microscopic Martian bacteria.The
rock had been formed very early in Mars history, some four billion years ago, less than a billion
years after our solar system was formed. About 15 million years ago, well after the end of the
dinosaurs but well before Homo sapiens, a large impact on Mars ejected this old rock into outer
space, where it spent most of the rest of it days circling the sun. At the end of the last ice age,
about 13,000 years ago, it crashed into Earth.After years of study, most scientists agreed that
the evidence found in the meteorite was inconclusive: there were non-biological explanations
that might account for the observations. But by then the original announcement had set in
motion a huge desire within NASA and the scientific community to try a “sample return”—a
space mission that would involve landing on Mars, gathering samples of soil and rock, and
somehow returning them to Earth. Enthusiasm was running high. Mars exploration was on a roll.*
* *In September 1999, a visit to Lockheed put me at the Embassy Suites in Denver on the
morning that the NASA/JPL spacecraft called the Mars Climate Orbiter was scheduled to reach
Mars. I woke at six in the morning, annoyed that I had slept through the arrival time, and turned
on the television. Instead of smiles, I saw long faces and incredulous looks. There was the
Lockheed program manager I had been talking to the day before, explaining that no message
had arrived from the Climate Orbiter to confirm its arrival in orbit.I raced to dress and hurried to
the lobby, knowing that several others from JPL were staying in the same hotel. In the breakfast
area, I found JPL’s George Pace and Roger Gibbs. The three of us stared at the TV monitor,
appalled. A CNN reporter was interviewing Lockheed and JPL managers, people we all knew
well, about what appeared to be an improbable failure. We were stunned, almost
disbelieving.What was harder for us to take in was the fact that the project managers at JPL
were pronouncing the mission a failure only four hours after it was supposed to have arrived.
That never happens. When we lose contact with a spacecraft, we try for days or even weeks to
regain contact. Some big calamity must have happened that the team wasn’t acknowledging
publicly yet. What had failed?With my stomach in knots, I grabbed the next flight home. Since it
was my daughter Caline’s second birthday, my wife Dominique and I headed to the Los Angeles
Zoo with her as soon as I arrived. But so much was rattling in my head that I could barely focus.
My friend and JPL colleague Wayne Lee called me just as we parked at the zoo, saying, “Rob,
you won’t believe this. The navigators tell me the Orbiter may have hit Mars! They don’t know yet
how it could happen, but there are a lot of very unhappy people here.”I was astonished. If there is
one thing JPL has been doing right for decades, it’s navigating to the planets with mind-boggling
precision. On Pathfinder, we had managed to target a bull’s-eye above the Mars atmosphere that
was only a few kilometers wide. It was like golfing on a course from Los Angeles to New York
and sinking the ball on the fourth stroke—with the hole moving at several thousand miles an



hour.Clearly there had been some sort of unprecedented navigation error. Instead of flying well
above the Martian atmosphere as it fired its main engines to be captured into Mars orbit, the
spacecraft had crashed into the atmosphere at more than 12,000 miles (19,000 km) per hour.
The Mars Climate Orbiter had become a lander.At JPL, arguments were flying and tempers
were flaring. How could this happen?Within a day, the answer had been found. The spacecraft
had fallen victim to the one of the simplest possible mistakes. It was equipped with tiny thrusters
to keep its solar panel facing the sun. But knowing that tiny nudges from these thrusters would
also ever so slightly nudge the spacecraft off course, the team’s navigators asked that the
spacecraft team keep track of and report the small forces of the thruster firings as the spacecraft
journeyed to Mars. The reports were to be given in SI (metric) units called Newtons. Because of
a programming oversight in the software used by the spacecraft team, the force data had been
mistakenly delivered to the navigation team in English units, pounds. One pound is more than
four times larger than a Newton.When accumulated over months, these small forces ended up
pushing the spacecraft off course, nudging it much closer to Mars and putting it on a collision
course with the top of the Martian atmosphere. As it made its arrival from deep space, it fired its
main engine to enter into its first orbit about Mars but due to that programming error was already
too close. Without a heat shield to protect it against the soaring temperature buildup as it
entered and plowed through the Martian atmosphere, little Mars Climate Orbiter must have
broken up like a meteor. What little of it survived the heating would fall destroyed to the
surface.The trick for successfully building complex one-of-a-kind machines where hundreds of
thousands of things need to be done exactly right is to expect mistakes. Humans make mistakes.
We all do. For all spacecraft designers, Mars Climate Orbiter became a lesson to remember that
is essential for mission success: Test independently. The real mistake made on Mars Climate
Orbiter was not the English-to-metric error, but an error in not checking thoroughly enough for
errors.With the Climate Orbiter gone, the team at JPL and Lockheed was devastated, and not
just for the obvious reason. For the most part, the same people who had conceived and built the
Orbiter had done the same for the second spacecraft of the pair, the Mars Polar Lander, for
which they had used much of the same technology. The Lander was now only weeks away from
Mars. The team needed to put the Orbiter failure behind them quickly and focus on making sure
the Lander would not suffer a similar fate. There would be time later to mourn the loss of the
Climate Orbiter.Both Climate Orbiter and Polar Lander had been designed sparingly under a
tight fixed-price arrangement that had been worked out among Lockheed, JPL, and NASA. Only
elements absolutely essential for landing and doing the science were on board.I had recently
been appointed to a new position as the Mars Surveyor Program’s first chief engineer. As one of
my duties, I was to sit on engineering review boards for the Mars missions then being developed.
The previous April, I had attended a review of the Lander’s EDL design. I was impressed at how
much the team of people at Lockheed Martin Astronautics, working under contract to JPL, had
accomplished with so little money.But one item troubled me: As the spacecraft approached for
landing, the radio was to be turned off. If something went wrong, we would have no information



transmitted from the Lander to let us know what had happened, no data that could provide
valuable clues to prevent the same fate on later spacecraft.When I pushed the team members
about keeping the radio on during the short, vital period, only a matter of tens of seconds, they
explained the issue. Those radio transmissions might interfere with the signals of the radar
altimeter that provides the essential “how far to the surface” data fundamental to a safe landing.
The only way to prove the radio could be safely used would be to conduct a series of tests. But
this project was on a fixed-price contract; there simple was not enough money remaining to do
anything beyond getting the spacecraft ready for launch.Back at JPL, I pleaded with my boss,
the Mars Surveyor Program manager, about getting extra funding from NASA to cover costs for
the extra testing. At the time, funding for Mars projects was cobbled together from a number of
funding sources within NASA. He explained that there was no one person he could turn to for the
additional money.Friday, December 3, 1999. Too many of us were crowded into a small control
room at JPL, not much bigger than the dining room of a small apartment, surrounded on two
sides by glass-windowed walls for reporters and others to peer through. It was landing day for
the Mars Polar Lander. Compared with the disciplined and practiced landing-day events of later
Mars missions, there was an air of chaos to these proceedings. There were few visual displays
that would give watchers of NASA-TV or the nascent Internet a clear sense of what was going
on.The head of NASA, Dan Goldin, was sitting next to Ed Stone, JPL’s director. Inside the control
room was the Polar Lander mission manager, my old friend from the Pathfinder project, Sam
Thurman. Over Sam’s shoulder was a radio spectrum analyzer display that showed the signal
coming from the spacecraft. As expected, seconds before cruise stage separation and about ten
minutes before entering the top of the atmosphere, the radio was turned off, and the signal
disappeared. It would be about fifteen minutes until landing.A quarter-hour later, after the lander
should have touched down, we began watching for a tiny spike of the radio’s carrier frequency
that would pop up on the display monitors, indicating that the lander had settled onto Mars.I
stood up on my toes, craning over Sam’s shoulder, watching for that little spike to
appear.CHAPTER 2Joining the Mars AdventureYears ago, a young French farm boy was doing
poorly in school. A wealthy neighbor took an interest in the youngster and asked him, “What do
you want to do in life?” He answered, “To be a chef.” It was a curious reply, since he had never
even been inside a restaurant. Nonetheless, she arranged for him to be hired by a restaurant in a
nearby city, Lyon, then famous as the home of some of the great restaurants in Europe.Everyone
on a French farm in that region was well experienced at plucking chickens and ducks, and the
boy was soon the number-one plucker at the restaurant. Today that farm boy, Daniel Boulud, is
the owner and chef of the restaurant Daniel in New York as well as a string of other restaurants in
the city and elsewhere, and he is widely praised as one of the best chefs in the
world.Sometimes a person knows in some mysterious way at a very early age what he or she
wants to do. I knew from the time I was twelve that I wanted to build robots and rocket ships and
send them off to explore faraway parts of the universe. Like many kids of the 1960s and since,
the work of NASA intrigued me from an early age. But unlike many other kids, I never outgrew



this passion.I spent part of my childhood living a Huckleberry Finn lifestyle on the islands and in
the farm country of northwest Washington State. On our long, wet, windy winter nights, I was
transfixed by the adventure of space and found it all so astonishing, barely able to believe
people were actually building spaceships. Not only that, the spaceships took pictures that they
could put on a radio beam and send down to Earth to be printed in the newspaper and delivered
to our front door. I could hold the local newspaper in my hand and see pictures from space. It
was a heady time to be a kid.The funny part was that we knew so little about outer space. The
Moon was clearly visible, but Mars was this blotchy red thing. Our classroom textbooks offered
little about the outer planets beyond the simple observations that they were different colors,
some were very big, and one looked like a coffee mug with two handles (Saturn with its rings). I
read about Mars as a world possibly inhabited by some sorts of creatures. The idea of Martian
cities of mysterious beings kept me brimming with excitement. The raw possibility of unseen
worlds held the power to stoke my imagination.One day the front page of our local paper showed
real photos taken by a spacecraft flying past Mars. Later the front page showed photos taken by
twin Viking landers that had reached the Martian surface, stirring images of what it might be like
for me to be standing there on my own two feet.But after all, there were no Martians, no aliens.
The thought that Earth might be the exception after all, and that we are indeed alone, made me
sad and kept me awake. I wanted to be one of the people to discover which version was true. But
how?For a kid like me, it wasn’t going to be easy. My work in math and science in the classroom
didn’t exactly make me stand out. I was a mediocre student. But my curiosity about space
exploration drove me to want to learn more. The teachers in the schools of my farming
community said that I needed to do well in my studies before I could do anything technical.One
day, looking through the Time-Life book The Scientist, I came upon a picture of the graduating
class of the California Institute of Technology. The text described Caltech graduates as “among
the best” and said that these people would lead the coming technological revolution. I stared at
the picture, studying the faces, longing to be like them.When my family settled in the farming
town of Burlington, Washington, I found the high school there a great place to learn the ropes of
rural life: machine shop, auto shop, farm shop, small gas engines shop, plastic shop, welding
shop, and lots of “ag” classes. After school and in the summertime, we learned the hard life on
the farms and in farming industries. What we didn’t learn was how to study. Given that
background, I sent off my college applications with much trepidation.It didn’t seem possible that
I could really become an engineer until I got to Whitman College, a small liberal arts school
nestled in a comfortable corner of Walla Walla in the far southeast of Washington State.
Whitman offered a “3–2” program where I could get two degrees—BA and BS—in five years of
study: three at Whitman and two at Columbia—or, I was delighted to learn, at Caltech. But I
needed to pull a decent grade point average. I had barely made it into Whitman, so qualifying for
Caltech was going to be a challenge. Still, there is nothing like a good dose of fear to motivate a
person. I studied hard, virtually living in the college library, and a few years later, I succeeded in
transferring to Caltech.I had my first brush with NASA and Caltech’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory



(JPL) within days of my arriving at the Caltech campus. I was assigned an adjunct professor of
electrical engineering as my advisor. A gentle, elegantly dressed man with a New Zealand
accent, he held forth in a narrow office loaded with magazines, newspapers, and electronic
equipment, with his empty pipe sitting right next to a smoldering soldering iron. He generously
spent hours with me giving advice on courses to take and areas to focus on. It was some time
before it struck me that this man, William Pickering, was the father of JPL’s planetary exploits,
recently retired as JPL’s director. Then I remembered seeing pictures of him in 1958, holding
above his head in triumph a model of Explorer I, our country’s first spacecraft. That this man was
now my advisor was proof that I had come a long way from the islands of Puget Sound.In my
college years at Caltech, my classmates and I would drop everything to hang in front of a lecture
hall TV monitor that piped fresh images as they arrived to Earth in real time from an Apollo
mission or a Mars mission.What else did those broadcasts show us? Images of the planetary
scientists who had made Martian exploration possible, watching those same images with their
mouths open, gawking at the screens, every bit as fascinated as we students were. At one of
those viewing moments, I determined to become one of the people who made this all happen. I
set my sights on JPL.While I was still finishing my undergraduate work at Caltech, JPL offered
me a part-time position as a draftsman to work on the schematics of the Galileo spacecraft,
which was scheduled to be the first to fly into Jupiter’s orbit. The thought that I would actually be
playing even a small role in building a robot that would explore another planet was an absolutely
fantastic notion. Just to be allowed to be at the place that spawned these machines was a dream
come true for me. I would have accepted even if the job they offered me had been washing
windows.The origins of JPL, I already knew, were as unlikely as the unique work people do
there. It had all started in the mid-1930s when some students from Caltech joined forces with a
few amateur rocket enthusiasts to build experimental rocket motors right on campus. The
tinkering went fine until one of their motors exploded. The rocketeers were invited to find another
site for their experiments, and the place they settled on was an isolated area in the foothills of
the nearby San Gabriel Mountains. By the time the 1930s gave way to the ’40s and World War II,
the group’s accumulated experience with rockets led to contracts for advanced research and
development with the Army.When President Eisenhower signed the National Aeronautics and
Space Act of 1958, the ‘space’ part of its title included exploring the planets. JPL was transferred
from the U.S. Army’s Ordinance Department to the new NASA, but unlike the Goddard Space
Center, the Johnson Space Center, and the other NASA centers, JPL became the agency’s only
contractor-operated center. (The actual arrangement is somewhat complicated: JPL is managed
for NASA by Caltech. JPL staffers are Caltech employees, with our paychecks reading
“California Institute of Technology.”)Today JPL, though of course much expanded, is still nestled
in its original foothills location, just a few feet away from the very spot where those early rockets
were fired. The setting is rural, with a famous riding academy next door. Walk across the Lab’s
campus and you’ll pass grazing mule deer; born on the grounds, they are free to wander off into
the wild but instead choose to remain and live their lives at JPL, presumably never noticing how



much their presence surprises visitors. The atmosphere at JPL is cerebral, yet, unlike what you
would find at most of the great universities, there is a restlessness here, as if each person you
pass is struggling with a problem never encountered before and for which there is no apparent
solution. Many of those people, then and now, are grappling with some problem involved with
the exploration of Mars.When I arrived at JPL, I found myself inside the very world I had envied
more than a decade earlier: I had become part of the space team. Very cool. I was suddenly
around the people who invented robots that went into outer space—including some of the very
people I had been so awed by as a kid, and I found myself at times in a position to learn from a
number of those personal heroes. For a young person eager to learn, it doesn’t get much better
than that.Once I had my diploma in hand, JPL changed my status from draftsman to engineer,
but my role as an engineer was slow going. My first job was as an apprentice electronics tester,
helping run tests on what would become the brains of the Galileo spacecraft. I quickly
discovered that building spacecraft included many extremely tedious jobs. After Galileo, I
worked on Magellan (to Venus) and Cassini (to Saturn), becoming expert in the design of
spacecraft computers, computer memory, computer architectures, and fault-tolerant systems.In
1993, after thirteen years at JPL, my career took a sudden leap forward. Brian Muirhead, the
most inspiring and level-headed spacecraft leader I have ever met, had recently been named
spacecraft manager for a funky little mission to Mars called Pathfinder. We had a conversation in
which he explained that he was a master of mechanical systems but had not had much
experience with electronics. He asked if I would join him as his chief engineer and deputy
spacecraft manager.This was a whole new world. I could not believe my luck. It had been many
years since anyone had landed anything on another celestial body. In addition, Pathfinder would
carry Sojourner, the first rover ever to land on Mars. That we were expected to do it on the cheap
made it seem an even more exciting challenge: We would have to make it as simple as
possible.In addition to my original responsibilities, I was soon handed the role of leading the
creation for Pathfinder’s entry, descent, landing, a subject none of us had any experience with. I
ended up spending 90 percent of my time solving the problems of EDL. I lived through one of the
most intense experiences that a spacecraft designer could undergo. Our tiny team of dedicated
young people held on to a crazy notion that we could design a spacecraft, a heat shield, a
supersonic parachute, solid rockets, plus something never done before, a risky first—giant
airbags that would cushion the first rover ever to reach Mars—and do all this for no more than
the cost of a major motion picture. Pathfinder was among the first NASA missions to employ a
culture of what the then-administrator of NASA termed “faster, better, cheaper.” With a
willingness to take risks, we learned as best we could how to build and test the pieces and how
to put them together into something that had a good chance of working.It did work. Our efforts
paid off on July 4, 1997, when Pathfinder made the first landing on Mars in twenty years. Its tiny
payload, Sojourner rover, made the first tracks on the surface of another planet in human
history.The previous year, my teammates and I had learned from a NASA email about an
upcoming major announcement concerning Mars. Together, we watched the televised press



briefing in wonder. President Clinton introduced it with these words: “I am determined that the
American space program will put its full intellectual power and technological prowess behind the
search for further evidence of life on Mars.”At that press conference, NASA scientists
announced that they had discovered small carbonate globules inside a Mars meteorite that had
been picked up in 1984 from atop the snow at the foot of the Allan Hills in Antarctica. They
concluded that these tiny structures were evidence of microscopic Martian bacteria.The rock
had been formed very early in Mars history, some four billion years ago, less than a billion years
after our solar system was formed. About 15 million years ago, well after the end of the
dinosaurs but well before Homo sapiens, a large impact on Mars ejected this old rock into outer
space, where it spent most of the rest of it days circling the sun. At the end of the last ice age,
about 13,000 years ago, it crashed into Earth.After years of study, most scientists agreed that
the evidence found in the meteorite was inconclusive: there were non-biological explanations
that might account for the observations. But by then the original announcement had set in
motion a huge desire within NASA and the scientific community to try a “sample return”—a
space mission that would involve landing on Mars, gathering samples of soil and rock, and
somehow returning them to Earth. Enthusiasm was running high. Mars exploration was on a roll.*
* *In September 1999, a visit to Lockheed put me at the Embassy Suites in Denver on the
morning that the NASA/JPL spacecraft called the Mars Climate Orbiter was scheduled to reach
Mars. I woke at six in the morning, annoyed that I had slept through the arrival time, and turned
on the television. Instead of smiles, I saw long faces and incredulous looks. There was the
Lockheed program manager I had been talking to the day before, explaining that no message
had arrived from the Climate Orbiter to confirm its arrival in orbit.I raced to dress and hurried to
the lobby, knowing that several others from JPL were staying in the same hotel. In the breakfast
area, I found JPL’s George Pace and Roger Gibbs. The three of us stared at the TV monitor,
appalled. A CNN reporter was interviewing Lockheed and JPL managers, people we all knew
well, about what appeared to be an improbable failure. We were stunned, almost
disbelieving.What was harder for us to take in was the fact that the project managers at JPL
were pronouncing the mission a failure only four hours after it was supposed to have arrived.
That never happens. When we lose contact with a spacecraft, we try for days or even weeks to
regain contact. Some big calamity must have happened that the team wasn’t acknowledging
publicly yet. What had failed?With my stomach in knots, I grabbed the next flight home. Since it
was my daughter Caline’s second birthday, my wife Dominique and I headed to the Los Angeles
Zoo with her as soon as I arrived. But so much was rattling in my head that I could barely focus.
My friend and JPL colleague Wayne Lee called me just as we parked at the zoo, saying, “Rob,
you won’t believe this. The navigators tell me the Orbiter may have hit Mars! They don’t know yet
how it could happen, but there are a lot of very unhappy people here.”I was astonished. If there is
one thing JPL has been doing right for decades, it’s navigating to the planets with mind-boggling
precision. On Pathfinder, we had managed to target a bull’s-eye above the Mars atmosphere that
was only a few kilometers wide. It was like golfing on a course from Los Angeles to New York



and sinking the ball on the fourth stroke—with the hole moving at several thousand miles an
hour.Clearly there had been some sort of unprecedented navigation error. Instead of flying well
above the Martian atmosphere as it fired its main engines to be captured into Mars orbit, the
spacecraft had crashed into the atmosphere at more than 12,000 miles (19,000 km) per hour.
The Mars Climate Orbiter had become a lander.At JPL, arguments were flying and tempers
were flaring. How could this happen?Within a day, the answer had been found. The spacecraft
had fallen victim to the one of the simplest possible mistakes. It was equipped with tiny thrusters
to keep its solar panel facing the sun. But knowing that tiny nudges from these thrusters would
also ever so slightly nudge the spacecraft off course, the team’s navigators asked that the
spacecraft team keep track of and report the small forces of the thruster firings as the spacecraft
journeyed to Mars. The reports were to be given in SI (metric) units called Newtons. Because of
a programming oversight in the software used by the spacecraft team, the force data had been
mistakenly delivered to the navigation team in English units, pounds. One pound is more than
four times larger than a Newton.When accumulated over months, these small forces ended up
pushing the spacecraft off course, nudging it much closer to Mars and putting it on a collision
course with the top of the Martian atmosphere. As it made its arrival from deep space, it fired its
main engine to enter into its first orbit about Mars but due to that programming error was already
too close. Without a heat shield to protect it against the soaring temperature buildup as it
entered and plowed through the Martian atmosphere, little Mars Climate Orbiter must have
broken up like a meteor. What little of it survived the heating would fall destroyed to the
surface.The trick for successfully building complex one-of-a-kind machines where hundreds of
thousands of things need to be done exactly right is to expect mistakes. Humans make mistakes.
We all do. For all spacecraft designers, Mars Climate Orbiter became a lesson to remember that
is essential for mission success: Test independently. The real mistake made on Mars Climate
Orbiter was not the English-to-metric error, but an error in not checking thoroughly enough for
errors.With the Climate Orbiter gone, the team at JPL and Lockheed was devastated, and not
just for the obvious reason. For the most part, the same people who had conceived and built the
Orbiter had done the same for the second spacecraft of the pair, the Mars Polar Lander, for
which they had used much of the same technology. The Lander was now only weeks away from
Mars. The team needed to put the Orbiter failure behind them quickly and focus on making sure
the Lander would not suffer a similar fate. There would be time later to mourn the loss of the
Climate Orbiter.Both Climate Orbiter and Polar Lander had been designed sparingly under a
tight fixed-price arrangement that had been worked out among Lockheed, JPL, and NASA. Only
elements absolutely essential for landing and doing the science were on board.I had recently
been appointed to a new position as the Mars Surveyor Program’s first chief engineer. As one of
my duties, I was to sit on engineering review boards for the Mars missions then being developed.
The previous April, I had attended a review of the Lander’s EDL design. I was impressed at how
much the team of people at Lockheed Martin Astronautics, working under contract to JPL, had
accomplished with so little money.But one item troubled me: As the spacecraft approached for



landing, the radio was to be turned off. If something went wrong, we would have no information
transmitted from the Lander to let us know what had happened, no data that could provide
valuable clues to prevent the same fate on later spacecraft.When I pushed the team members
about keeping the radio on during the short, vital period, only a matter of tens of seconds, they
explained the issue. Those radio transmissions might interfere with the signals of the radar
altimeter that provides the essential “how far to the surface” data fundamental to a safe landing.
The only way to prove the radio could be safely used would be to conduct a series of tests. But
this project was on a fixed-price contract; there simple was not enough money remaining to do
anything beyond getting the spacecraft ready for launch.Back at JPL, I pleaded with my boss,
the Mars Surveyor Program manager, about getting extra funding from NASA to cover costs for
the extra testing. At the time, funding for Mars projects was cobbled together from a number of
funding sources within NASA. He explained that there was no one person he could turn to for the
additional money.Friday, December 3, 1999. Too many of us were crowded into a small control
room at JPL, not much bigger than the dining room of a small apartment, surrounded on two
sides by glass-windowed walls for reporters and others to peer through. It was landing day for
the Mars Polar Lander. Compared with the disciplined and practiced landing-day events of later
Mars missions, there was an air of chaos to these proceedings. There were few visual displays
that would give watchers of NASA-TV or the nascent Internet a clear sense of what was going
on.The head of NASA, Dan Goldin, was sitting next to Ed Stone, JPL’s director. Inside the control
room was the Polar Lander mission manager, my old friend from the Pathfinder project, Sam
Thurman. Over Sam’s shoulder was a radio spectrum analyzer display that showed the signal
coming from the spacecraft. As expected, seconds before cruise stage separation and about ten
minutes before entering the top of the atmosphere, the radio was turned off, and the signal
disappeared. It would be about fifteen minutes until landing.A quarter-hour later, after the lander
should have touched down, we began watching for a tiny spike of the radio’s carrier frequency
that would pop up on the display monitors, indicating that the lander had settled onto Mars.I
stood up on my toes, craning over Sam’s shoulder, watching for that little spike to appear.
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Terry S, “A Great Story Well Told. "Mars Rover Curiosity" is the real deal. Author Rob Manning
was JPL's Chief Engineer on the program, and he tells it like it was and is.With excellent
readability and page-turning immediacy, Dr. Manning recounts the trials and tribulations,
successes and failures, joys and sorrows of NASA's effort to land a planetary rover on Mars
using a seemingly crazy technique dubbed "sky crane." Curiosity was bigger, heavier, more
complicated, more capable and more power-hungry than any other rover ever flown. Designing,
building, testing, launching and operating it on a very tight schedule and within stringent funding
constraints presented daunting challenges that sometimes brought the project to a virtual
standstill. The stunning success of Curiosity's flawless touchdown on Mars on August 5, 2012, is
a testament to the skill, dedication, ingenuity and hard work of the scientists, engineers and
technicians who worked on it. This book is their story.It's all in here: planning and budgetary
meetings; design reviews; trade studies; hardware and software development, testing and
integration; launch and interplanetary cruise flight; the landing's "seven minutes of terror;"
Martian surface operations, and even some of the science results. Dr. Manning does not
concentrate on any one topic to the exclusion of the others. As an unrepentant techno-geek, I
tend to most enjoy spaceflight books that are filled to bursting with arcane technical minutia, and
I usually pay less attention to the budgetary, programmatic and managerial material. Not so in
"Mars Rover Curiosity." I found it fascinating from cover to cover. Its level of detail satisfied my
geekiness, but should not be daunting to those readers not too familiar with the subject.For an
exciting tale of planetary exploration as new as tomorrow's headlines, pick up a copy of "Mars
Rover Curiosity." As I said, it's the real deal.”

Doyle Elmos Collins, “Curiosity was a technological miracle. From 1988 to 1894 I worked for
JPL. That was not a great time for Mars projects. Thus Curiosity made me feel alive again. I
bought this book about Curiosity on Mars FIVE years ago. My granddaughter was enchanted by
the concept and the pictures. Now she says Mars is her favorite planet ... and frankly I credit this
book, among others, for feeding that interest. Now we both get a kick when she reads the
captions under the pictures, as Mars has always been one of my favorite subjects, speaking of
which, here is another great Mars book that is NEVER included in the "Customers who viewed
this item also viewed" lists on the product pages. That is a shame. That is neither logical nor
reasonable:https://www.amazon.com/Mars-Movies-Thomas-Kent-Miller-ebook/dp/
B01N8TQ3NB/https://www.amazon.com/Mars-Movies-Thomas-Kent-Miller-dp-0786499141/
dp/0786499141/”

Clan MacTavish, “Gives me faith in the human spirit to explore. In an age where science is under
attack reading this gave me a sense of wonder of how real science and exploration is alive and
well. Also this is a wonderful guide how to manage many great minds working together to reach



an incredible goal. Manning puts aside ego and pre conceived notions to solve real other
worldly conditions to reach the teams ambition of gathering actionable science and move the
goalposts further towards our place in the stars!”

Ebook Library Reader, “The Pyramids are cool, but how do you build them?!. I'm an engineer.
I've worked on some big projects, but NOTHING like this. Rob Maning tells the story of how a
team of experienced space engineers organized themselves to spend $2B over 10 years at
great risk and great problem solving, to build the next key platform for unmanned exploration of
the bodies in the solar system. And he tells it as a very engaging story. The final chapters are
about the squeezin's: the amazing science. One of the key findings: as recently as 80 mya on
Mars, every single chemical precursor for life was present!”

Kathleen L., “Great real-life engineering story. Rob Manning is one amazing person and he
humbly documents what it felt like to run one of the most amazing feats of engineering history.
This is a wonderful read, not too technical, but just the perfect balance of human and technical. It
should be on any bookshelf that has the accounts of what it felt like to be an astronaut or intrepid
explorer. Well done!!!!”

Simon V. Bateson, “An engineers perspective. As an enthusiastic practicing engineer I found this
account fascinating. When first I learned about the sky crane I was alarmed at the complexity of
the whole arrangement in a mission where every gram was precious and there was no chance of
a second try. The book, written from an engineering perspective gave me the train of logic that
generated the outcome. I became convinced!It's not much appreciated how much effort goes
into a project like the Mars Lander. This book provides a clear insight into the sheer amount of
hard work, hard thinking and hard discussion.The book outlined a number of other interesting
engineering solutions and, most importantly, the logic and constraints that lead to them. An
aside chapter on some of the aspects of a manned Mars landing showed clearly the vast
magnitude of such an undertaking.”

James Ipock, “I've been waiting for a book like this for a long time!. I've been waiting for a book to
come along that I just couldn't put down. it's finally arrived! Not only do the authors give you a lot
of interesting information about the rover itself, they spend a reasonable amount of time talking
about the culture and bureaucracy wrapped around the whole process.I looked forward to every
chance I found time to read some more and the book actually prompted a lot of questions of my
own. I'm attempting to contact Rob Manning so he can perhaps hand me off to someone with
the time to answer them.All in all ,a great read, I enjoyed every word of it.”

Pachyderm, “Great Book!. What a cool book. I loved it! Well written, it does an excellent job of
telling its story, which is a lot more interesting that I had first believed. What a lot of garbage
these guys had to endure to get this machine built! BRAVO to them and to the author who



brought us this tale. Recommended if you like science, tech, NASA, tales of government
stupidity or just want to know how we got that little guy up there on Mars.”

alapper, “With so many unknowns, how did they ever succeed?. This is a really interesting story
about the incredible mass of detail that must be addressed so that eventually after many years
of 24/7 slog a rover can be landed on another planet - or alternatively it blows up or crashes and
all that work is for naught. My only criticism of this book is that it is a bit too short - a lot of the
trials and disappointments were glossed over and I'm sure a lot was missed out altogether.
There should be more books like this about some of the other epic missions - e.g. Cassini-
Huygens or Pluto.  Highy recommended.”

Bernie, “Great book. Bought for my space mad son”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Great book for anyone interested in Mars.”

JasonT, “A fascinating insight into the process of landing a 1 tonne rover on Mars from the man
in charge of the project.. A compelling history of the emotional rollercoaster of the Curiosity
mission. This book is hard to put down.”

Mr. David H, “a very good book describing the engineering problems encountered and solved
to .... a very good book describing the engineering problems encountered and solved to achieve
the objective of landing the Curiosity rover on Mars.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 120 people have provided feedback.
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